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Abstract of the Dissertation

Exploring Systematic Effects in Thermonuclear
Supernovae

by

Aaron Perry Jackson

Doctor of Philosophy

in

Physics

Stony Brook University

2011

Type Ia supernovae (SNe) are bright astrophysical explosions that form a remark-
ably homogeneous class of objects serving as the premier distance indicators for
studying the expansion history of the Universe and the nature of dark energy.
Despite the widespread acceptance of the surprising discovery of the accelera-
tion of the expansion of the Universe and the existence of the mysterious dark
energy driving it that followed from these studies, the progenitor systems of
these explosions are unknown. Knowledge of the progenitor system is required
to understand possible systematic effects due to properties of the parent stellar
population or host galaxy. While several scenarios have been proposed, the most
widely accepted one is the thermonuclear explosion of a near-Chandrasekhar-
mass, carbon-oxygen white dwarf (WD). Under this scenario, the explosive burn-
ing begins near the center as a deflagration (subsonic burning) that transitions
to a detonation (supersonic burning) some time later after the WD has expanded
in response to the energy release. Turbulence, either pre-existing or generated
by burning, serves to increase the surface area of the burning front, thus enhanc-
ing the fuel consumption rate. In addition, turbulence–flame interaction (TFI)
may be responsible for deflagration–detonation transition (DDT). Simulations of
this explosion scenario typically parameterize the DDT to occur when the flame
reaches a particular density.

I performed a suite of two-dimensional (2D) simulations with the compressible,
hydrodynamics code flash to evaluate the influence of the DDT density on the
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average yield of radioactive 56Ni that powers the SN light curve. In addition, I
considered the compositional dependence of the DDT density to explore one way
in which metallicity may influence the explosion outcome. My results have con-
firmed a new pathway to explain observed trends in the average peak brightness
of SNe Ia with host galaxy metallicity.

In a separate study, I address the basic physics of modeling flames and turbulent
combustion. The disparate length scales in the SN necessitate use of a flame
model to capture the effect of burning on unresolved scales. I implemented a
method to measure the strength of unresolved turbulence, which is used to esti-
mate the amount of wrinkling of the unresolved flame surface. In addition, the
measure of turbulent strength may be used to improve the criterion by which
DDT is initiated. These improvements will allow three-dimensional (3D) simula-
tions of the early flame evolution in the presence of strong pre-existing turbulence.

The research conducted for this dissertation has led to important insights into
the explosion mechanism of SNe Ia. In addition, improvements to the model have
allowed and will continue to allow simulations of unprecedented realism of the
complex process of exploding WDs in a thermonuclear SN.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Type Ia supernovae (SNe) are extremely bright astrophysical phenomena that form a
remarkably homogeneous class of light curves that are spectroscopically characterized by the
absence of hydrogen and presence of a strong silicon P Cygni feature near peak brightness in-
dicative of out-flowing material [1]. Due to their near homogeneity and apparent brightness,
these objects were targeted as standard candles. These objects became even more accurate
distance indicators when Phillips [2] recognized that brighter SNe Ia tended to fade from
view over a longer period of time. This “brighter is broader” property of SN Ia light curves,
also known as the Phillips relation, allows a one-parameter empirical fit to infer relative
distances among many events, thus named “standardizable” candles. While this empirical
fit improves distance estimates, systematic effects exist that are not necessarily accounted
for by the fitting procedure. When anchored with independent nearby distance indicators,
such as period–luminosity relation in Cepheid Variable stars, SNe Ia determine extragalactic
distances to ∼ 10% and have led to the discovery that the expansion of the Universe is
accelerating [3, 4]. The discovery contradicted expectations that the expansion should de-
celerate by the force of gravity, triggering a revolution in our understanding of cosmology by
indicating that an unknown force dubbed “dark energy” is responsible for the acceleration.
SNe Ia have proved to be the best tool to study and quantify the nature of dark energy.

Despite being used as standardizable candles, properties of the SN light curve have been
observed to vary systematically with the morphological type of the host galaxy [5]. Observa-
tional campaigns have continued to improve the significance of these correlations [see, e. g.,
6]; however, much of the underlying cause remains unknown. Understanding these correla-
tions among observables requires knowledge of the explosion mechanism and its sensitivities
to the surrounding stellar environment and is one of the goals of the present dissertation.
The standardization process of converting a raw light curve to a calibrated one introduces
possible systematic errors that must be considered. Because the physics of the explosion is
not well understood, the scatter about the Phillips relation may be influenced by properties
of the SNe Ia environment such as mean age of the parent stellar population, metallicity, and
dust. The better we understand the physical connections between metallicity, age, dust, and
the light curve of the event, the more precisely we may calibrate the tools used to probe the
properties of dark energy. Contemporary studies require the maximum luminosity of SNe Ia
to be known to about 1% in order to distinguish between cosmological model predictions.
At present, our understanding of the systematics of SNe Ia is not at this level.
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In addition to probing the nature of dark energy, SNe Ia are worthy of study in their
own right. The explosion mechanism requires the knowledge of physics gained in laboratory
experiments conducted on Earth to predict phenomena in extreme astrophysical regimes
that are impossible to test. The study of SN forces current theories of combustion to admit
assumptions that may not be valid in the extreme astrophysical limit. This scrutiny allows
deeper insight into the complex physical processes that describe turbulent combustion.

The goal of the dissertation research presented here is twofold: to identify systematic
effects in the explosion outcome of SNe Ia through computational simulation and to increase
realism in the computational method. I will provide the context and scope for my dissertation
research in the remainder of Chapter 1 followed by a description of the computational method
used to simulate SNe Ia in Chapter 2. Included in Chapter 3 is a peer-reviewed article
published in The Astrophysical Journal describing an exploration of a systematic effect in the
explosion outcome due to metallicity. Chapter 4 is an article submitted to The Astrophysical
Journal describing an extension to the flame model, a component of the computational
method. In Chapter 5, I provide conclusions and direction for future research.

1.1 Observational Evidence

The modern era of SN observation has led to the discovery and classification of many
events. The presence of hydrogen in the spectra distinguishes between type I (lacking hy-
drogen) and type II (with hydrogen). Because hydrogen is the most abundant element in
the Universe, relatively few explosion scenarios exist that explain a lack of hydrogen in the
resulting spectra. Additional classifications exist, including the presence of a silicon P Cygni
feature that defines SNe Ia. In general, SNe Ia have been observed to have high-velocity
spectral lines from intermediate mass elements, such as silicon, near maximum light. As the
light fades, low-velocity iron group elements appear indicating a stratified ejecta structure
with iron-peak nuclei near the center of the explosion and intermediate mass elements in a
layer above the core. Most of the iron group elements are in the form of radioactive 56Ni,
the total yield of which principally determines the brightness of the explosion. No compact
object has ever been observed to be associated with a SN Ia leading to the hypothesis that
the energy released during the explosion is greater than the gravitational binding energy of
the progenitor star.

In addition, the ejecta mass may be estimated from the observed ejecta velocity and rise-
time of the light curve. Most observations of SNe Ia indicate an ejecta mass consistent with
the Chandrasekhar mass (Mch ≈ 1.4 M�)—the critical mass at which electron degeneracy
pressure can no longer support the weight of the star. Because the majority of SNe Ia
observations indicate an ejecta mass of roughly Mch and spectra that lack hydrogen, the
explosion is thought to arise from a degenerate stellar core, known as a white dwarf (WD),
that is near Mch. Due to the overall energy of the explosion, the source is thought to
be thermonuclear, rather than gravitational as in core-collapse SNe. Thermonuclear SNe
release energy via nuclear fusion of light elements that compose these WDs. In addition,
as a WD approaches Mch, the central temperature rises sufficiently to ignite 12C. Because
temperature in degenerate WD material is essentially independent of density, carbon burning
is unregulated and a thermonuclear runaway may occur [7]. The energy immediately released
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from fusion is mostly converted to kinetic energy serving to overcome the gravitational
binding energy of the WD resulting in no remnant and ejecta velocities ∼ 10, 000 km s−1.
The subsequent radioactive decay of 56Ni synthesized during the explosion is responsible for
powering the SN light curve, providing the characteristic decline from maximum light [8, 9].
The width–luminosity relation, or Phillips relation [2], is understood physically as originating
from having both the luminosity and dominant source of opacity being set by the variable
mass of 56Ni synthesized, while the total mass of the WD is fixed [10–13]. The light curves
and spectra of SNe Ia are well described by an explosion of a near-Mch

12C-16O WD that
yields ∼ 0.3− 0.8 M� of radioactive 56Ni.

The use of SNe Ia observations as “standardizable” candles with the Phillips relation
to infer distances out to redshift z ∼ 1 have implied that the expansion of the Universe is
accelerating [3, 4, 14–16]. This major scientific break-through relied on the presumption that
high-z SNe are statistically equivalent to nearby SNe Ia. Therefore, it is important to identify
properties that vary with redshift that influence the explosion outcome. Many observational
campaigns have been launched with the goal of increasing the significance of these findings
(BAOSS [17, 18]; LOSS [18, 19]; SNLS [20]; CSP [21]; Nearby SN Factory [22]; Skymap-
per [23]; ESSENCE [24]; STRESS [25]; SDSS-II [26]; SXDS [27, 28]; PQ [29]; CfA [30];
CRTS [31]; PTF [32]; Pan-STARRS; the La Silla SN Search) and the future promises even
more (the Dark Energy Survey, LSST, JDEM, see Howell et al. [33]). Distance estimates
accurate to ∼ 1% are required to differentiate between competing cosmological models.

The intrinsic luminosity of SNe Ia have long been known to correlate with the morpho-
logical type of the host galaxy with early-type galaxies hosting fainter SNe on average than
late-type galaxies [5]; however, the underlying reason for this correlation has been difficult
to discern. Early-type galaxies tend to be more massive due to previous mergers with other
galaxies, while late-type galaxies tend to be less massive. During the merger process, el-
liptical galaxies are thought to lose much of their gas and dust that prevents further star
formation. Therefore, the mean age of the stellar population tends to be older in these
galaxies than in late-type galaxies. Additionally, more massive galaxies retain more metals
produced in SNe explosions within the gravitational potential well. Therefore, early-type
galaxies tend to be more massive, more metal-rich, less dusty, and contain older stars, while
late-type galaxies tend to be less massive, less metal-rich, more dusty, and contain actively-
forming stars. Apart from considering dust, it is more physical to discuss systematic effects
in terms of the parent stellar populations of SNe Ia rather than the morphological type of
the host galaxy.

Stellar populations are generally characterized by their age and metallicity, and several
observational studies aim to ascertain any correlations of the peak brightness with age and
metallicity. Scannapieco and Bildsten [34] and Mannucci et al. [35] find evidence for two
populations of SNe Ia differentiated by the mean age of the parent stellar population. How-
ell et al. [36] find that the younger population of SNe Ia occurring in active star-forming
galaxies are brighter on average than the older population with Gallagher et al. [37] finding
the progenitor metallicity a weaker effect on the peak brightness. However, it is difficult
to measure accurate metallicities for the parent stellar population, both due to the mass-
metallicity relationship within galaxies [38] and that the measured metallicity at the time of
explosion may not accurately represent the metallicity at the time of progenitor star forma-
tion for SNe Ia arising from older stellar populations [39]. The metallicity and/or age may
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also influence other properties of the light curve apart from the peak luminosity [40].
In addition to the observed trends of “normal” SNe Ia, several peculiar events have been

observed including the sub-luminous SN 1991bg [41], super-luminous SN 1991T [42], Ca-rich
SN 2002cx [43], and super-Mch SN 2007if [44]. While these SNe Ia are relatively rare events,
they illustrate the uncertainty in the progenitor system and explosion mechanism, and may
point to multiple progenitor channels.

1.2 Progenitor Systems

While there is agreement on the energy source of thermonuclear SNe, the progenitor
systems that give rise to the explosion remain a mystery. The most straight-forward way to
uncover possible systematic effects in the observable spectra and light curve is to identify
the progenitor system and understand the explosion mechanism. The possible progenitor
systems are generally divided into two categories: single degenerate (SD) [45–47] and double
degenerate (DD) [47, 48] (i. e., a binary system composed of either one WD or two), although
the direct collision of two WDs in a globular cluster may also produce SNe Ia [49]. A
further distinction among explosion models may be made from whether the mass of the WD
approaches Mch. Mch models have been favored based on estimates of the ejecta mass and
that 12C will reach conditions for a thermonuclear runaway before the collapse to a neutron
star. However, massive C-O WDs are not thought to form naturally during stellar evolution.
Instead, the C-O WD must gain additional mass from a companion after it has formed.

Whelan and Iben [45] initially proposed that SNe Ia may arise from a WD accreting
material from its non-degenerate companion through the SD channel. Subsequent work by
Nomoto [46] examined the range of accretion rates that may result in a successful SNe Ia.
If the accretion rate is too low, a layer of hydrogen or helium will build up on the surface
and eventually result in a classical nova explosion or a helium flash. In the case of a nova
outburst on a C-O WD, more mass may be lost than accreted resulting in net mass loss
from the system [50]. A surface helium detonation (a supersonic reaction front driven by
compression waves) may result in a similar event to an SN Ia called a “point Ia” described
for a tenth of the brightness of a typical Ia [51]. However, depending on the strength of the
detonation, converging compression waves near the center of the sub-Mch WD may create
sufficiently high temperatures to launch a second detonation that incinerates the entire WD
in the “double detonation” scenario [52]. If the accretion rate is high enough, hydrogen will
burn stably as it is accreted. Subsequent shell burning will process the material to carbon
and oxygen. On the other hand, if the accretion rate is too high, the accretion efficiency drops
due to radiation-driven winds. Since the companion star has to be less massive than the WD
on the main sequence for it to be less evolved than the WD, the range of mass configurations
and accretion rates are limited and may seem too contrived. However, accretion physics is
complex and advances in our understanding may lead to a wider range of scenarios in which
a near-Mch WD is achievable through the SD channel.

Iben and Tutukov [47] and Webbink [48] proposed that a near-Mch C-O WD may be
achieved through the DD channel via the merger of a binary pair of WDs. However, early
investigations by Nomoto and Iben [53] and Saio and Nomoto [54] indicated that carbon
may ignite on-edge leading to quiescent burning resulting in an O-Ne-Mg WD that would
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eventually collapse rather than explode. Research of SNe Ia have since heavily favored the
SD channel; however, recent observations of several peculiar SN including SN 2003fg, SN
2006gz, SN 2007if, and SN 2009dc [44, 55–61] provide evidence for a super-Mch progenitor,
which has renewed theoretical interest in the DD channel. Achieving a WD mass that
approaches Mch through the DD channel is also problematic. First, the two WDs must be
close enough to merge via gravitational radiation within a Hubble time. This configuration
relies on detailed binary population synthesis algorithms that treat the common envelope
phase with parameterized physics. Second, the tidal disruption and subsequent merger of
the less massive WD must yield accretion rates that are not high enough to ignite 12C at the
edge, which would lead to an accretion induced collapse rather than an SNe Ia [54, 62, 63].
Recently, Pakmor et al. [64, 65] showed that under certain circumstances, carbon-ignition
is expected to launch a detonation which will lead to an SN Ia via the “violent merger”
scenario. On the other hand, if the accretion rate is low enough, the primary may accrete
enough mass to approach Mch [66]. The system as a whole will contain more than Mch worth
of material, which may explain the observational inferences of a super-Mch progenitor. While
slowly rotating WDs in the SD channel would be unable to explain a super-Mch progenitor,
Liu et al. [67] have explored fast-rotating, super-Mch WDs as possible progenitors of these
events.

1.2.1 Explosion Mechanisms of Near-Mch WDs

Regardless of the channel by which a near-Mch WD is formed, these objects appear to best
reproduce properties of most SNe Ia. In general, sub-Mch explosion models are sub-luminous
SNe Ia due to the flat density structure of the degenerate stellar interior. It is not until a WD
nears Mch that its central density increases and subsequent ignition is expected to produce
copious amounts of 56Ni that produce “normal” SNe Ia. Here, normal SNe Ia yield ≈ 1 M� of
Fe-group material and ∼ 0.3 M� of intermediate mass elements such as 28Si. The spectra are
stratified with intermediate mass elements observed to expand at ∼ 10, 000 km s−1 and Fe-
group elements much slower remaining near the center. Because exploding near-Mch WDs
naturally recover the observed stratification of ejecta, the discussion is oriented towards
explosion mechanisms involving near-Mch WDs.

Various explosion mechanisms of these objects have been proposed with major differences
arising from uncertainties as to whether burning is expected to be subsonic or supersonic
(i. e., a deflagration or detonation). Once the WD approaches Mch by either channel, the
core temperature rises to ignite 12C which begins the thermonuclear runaway [7, 68]. While
the explosion is inevitable, a thermonuclear flame is not expected to form until the energy
generation rate from 12C-burning exceeds the combined cooling rates from free-streaming
neutrinos and convection. By the time the energy generation rate exceeds the cooling rate,
the inner 0.8 − 1.0 M� is fully convective with

√
〈v2〉 ∼ 300 km s−1 [69]. The explosion of

a near-Mch C-O WD has received the most attention; and therefore, many scenarios have
been explored.

Historically, the main question was whether carbon burning proceeded as a detona-
tion [70, 71] or deflagration [72] or some combination of the two [73]. Pioneering work by
Nomoto [74], Nomoto et al. [75] ruled out detonation-only models due to the over-production
of 56Ni, while the W7 deflagration-only model (with a prescribed burning velocity) was able
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to reproduce inferred 56Ni yields and observed ejecta stratification remarkably well. While
the W7 model has proved to be a useful tool, the burning velocity is essentially tuned to
achieve an acceptable result, and has little physical connection to turbulent combustion.
Khokhlov [76] argued that a deflagration–detonation transition (DDT) may occur as nuclear
burning reaches densities ρ ∼ 107 g cm−3. While W7 reproduces observations well, Höflich
and Khokhlov [77] demonstrated that delayed detonation models provide similar results.
These one-dimensional (1D) spherically symmetric models cannot capture the expected fluid
mixing. In addition, variations in the yield of 56Ni necessarily arise from changing the burn-
ing velocity in the W7 model or the transition density in the DDT model, neither of which
are well-constrained quantities. The push to multidimensional models is a result of increased
computing power as well as a desire to remove “free parameters” from the explosion model,
thus increasing the reliability of the results. Multidimensional simulations allow the burn-
ing propagation velocity to be computed directly, but the extra degree(s) of freedom allow
fluid instabilities such as Rayleigh–Taylor (RT) and Kelvin–Helmholtz (KH) to develop and
influence the burning rate. Because the ash behind the C-O flame is less dense than the fuel
around it, buoyant forces become very important, particularly if the ignition is off-center [78–
80]. With particular choices of the initially burned region, multidimensional models with
improved treatment of the burning velocity have been able to recover the ejecta stratifica-
tion and range of 56Ni yields that were desirable features of 1D models [81–84]. Due to the
sensitivity of the initially burned region, the primary source of variation in 56Ni yields is
likely due to the ignition condition rather than the combustion velocity or transition density.
In addition, multidimensional simulations have lead to the realization that deflagration-only
models only seem capable of explaining sub-luminous events [85]. A delayed detonation is
required to allow the star to expand in response to burning initially, but still sweep through
the whole star to process intermediate mass elements like 28Si and leave very little unburnt
12C behind. A few processes by which a delayed detonation may be triggered have been pro-
posed including the DDT [76], the gravitationally confined detonation (GCD) or detonating
failed deflagrations [86], and the pulsating reverse detonation [87].

The DDT mechanism through the SD channel is the most widely accepted scenario for
SNe Ia due to the success that one-dimensional models have had in reproducing observed
features [77]. Through other works, the delayed detonation of a near-Mch C-O WD explains
the observed stratification of ejecta, the kinetic energy released, range of peak brightnesses,
width-luminosity relation, secondary maximum in the near-infrared, and thermal X-ray emis-
sion from SN Ia remnants [13, 88–92]. While much evidence exists to support a delayed det-
onation explosion mechanism, the evidence for an SD or DD formation channel is less clear
and relies on SNe Ia rates, delay times, and population synthesis. In fact, both channels may
be important and explain observational evidence for two populations of SNe Ia that differ in
the elapsed time between star formation and explosion [34, 35, 93]. However, the difference
might be explained as a systematic effect with age (or the time since last star formation) in
one progenitor channel [94].
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1.3 Systematic Effects

One avenue to explore systematic effects is to explore the dependence of the explosion
outcome on properties of the progenitor WD. While this avenue requires the presumption of
a particular explosion mechanism, specific predictions may be made concerning correlation
between observable properties of SNe Ia. The exploration of the impact of these parameters
on the SNe Ia outcome have been the topic of a number studies with a variety of explosion
models. Several of these were accomplished in one dimension [95–98]; however, the deflagra-
tion phase is subject to fluid instabilities that can only be captured by multi-dimensional
simulations. While the sensitivity to the initial conditions poses a challenge to reproduce
realistic explosions, it may also be responsible for some of the intrinsic scatter observed in
SNe Ia properties. Townsley et al. [99] was the first to explore both realistic explosions and
realistic scatter in the outcome in a statistical ensemble of multi-dimensional explosion mod-
els (described in Section 2.3). Due to the highly non-linear evolution of multi-dimensional
explosion models, a statistical approach must be adopted to study systematic effects in a
meaningful way [100]. In contrast, the three-dimensional (3D) study performed by Röpke
et al. [101] calculated one explosion for each set of independent parameters in a deflagration-
only explosion model, one that reproduces only sub-luminous events. Given the success of
the DDT scenario [77], I chose to explore systematic effects presuming this explosion mech-
anism. Therefore, the following discussion of possible systematic effects will orient around
this explosion channel.

Theoretically, there are many parameters that define the properties of the progenitor
WD prior to the thermonuclear runaway including WD structure and composition. These
properties are influenced by the formation channel of the progenitor system including the
progenitor age as well as the metallicity content of the host galaxy. As “standardizable”
candles, SNe Ia light curves are described by a one-parameter family of solutions that relates
the peak brightness to the width of the light curve (stretch factor) [102] or decline rate
from maximum light in the B-band over 15 days (∆m15) [2]. In order to reduce systematic
uncertainties in the distances to these events, correlations between the fitting parameter
(or peak brightness) and other potential observables such as mean stellar population age,
host galaxy metallicity, intrinsic metallicity, intrinsic color variation, and extrinsic color
variation due to dust, either in the circumstellar medium (CSM) or interstellar medium
(ISM) must be identified and understood. The main goal of exploring systematic effects is
to link properties of the progenitor system and parent stellar population to properties of
the light curve, a process which requires detailed analysis of stellar evolution as well as the
accretion, explosion, and expansion/radiative transfer phases of the event. This process may
lead to disentangling intrinsic scatter from extrinsic scatter among the observed correlations.
The dissertation research presented here focuses on the analysis of the explosion phase taking
as input properties of the WD expected from star formation in the host galaxy, subsequent
stellar evolution, and the accretion history. The explosion phase begins with the birth of the
thermonuclear flame and ends with the approximate free expansion of material when energy
generation has ceased and the kinetic energy has exceeded the gravitational binding energy.

The state of the WD prior to the explosion depends on many factors including the
metallicity of the molecular cloud from which the star formed, the main sequence mass of
the progenitor star, the time the WD spent in isolation prior to accretion, the accretion
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history, and convective 12C burning prior to flame ignition. The mass of the progenitor
dictates the main sequence lifetime as well as the mass and compositional structure of C-O
WD that forms during the post-main-sequence evolution. A more massive star will form a
more massive WD, which during core helium burning will have a higher central temperature
favoring 16O over 12C due to the increased 12C (α, γ) 16O rate [103]. In layers outside the core,
shell burning on the asymptotic giant branch produces more 12C over 16O due to the reduced
temperature and 12C (α, γ) 16O rate. During helium burning, the 12C, 14N, and 16O that
accounts for most of the original metallicity is processed to 22Ne [104]. The 22Ne contained
in the WD serves as a direct tracer of the metallicity of the main sequence star and of the
parent stellar population. Once formed, the WD may experience a period of isolation prior to
accretion. Throughout its isolation, the WD continues to cool and becomes more degenerate.
Additionally, 22Ne sedimentation, crystallization, and/or C-O separation may influence the
WD structure and compositional profile prior to accretion (for example, see Althaus et al.
[105]). Lesaffre et al. [106] showed that after the onset of accretion, the central density at
the time of 12C-ignition increases with increasing WD cooling time. Additionally, Mch itself
depends on metallicity since the metallicity increases the neutron excess—or the number of
baryons each electron must support. A WD of the same mass with higher neutron excess
will have a higher central density. Additional electron captures take place during convective
carbon burning phase just prior to flame ignition increasing the neutron excess further in an
amount comparable to that due to the metallicity [107, 108].

Rather than computationally evolve stars from the main sequence that have properties
representative of their parent stellar population all the way to carbon ignition, I choose to
vary properties of the pre-ignition WD that I believe to be most strongly influenced by the
metallicity or mean stellar age. Townsley et al. [99] consider the influence of neutron excess
on the energy release and flame speed, while Krueger et al. [94] consider the variation of
the central density of the WD at flame ignition. In Chapter 3, I describe the influence of
variations in the conditions for DDT due to metallicity. Additionally, the core 12C abundance
may be influenced by both the mean stellar age and metallicity and also directly influences
DDT, flame speeds, and the overall energy release. An exploration of this effect is planned
for future work.

To vary these parameters self-consistently with the mass and metallicity of the progenitor
WD is at present too difficult. By instead isolating individual parameters, we may better
understand the explosion mechanism, and the influence on the explosion outcome may be
incorporated into any theory linking parameters of the pre-ignition WD to the progenitor
star’s mass and metallicity. Apart from the formation process, the composition influences
many physical processes during the explosion itself including the flame-ignition density, DDT,
energy release, flame speed, and nucleosynthetic yield. The dynamical effects such as energy
release, flame speed, and nucleosynthetic yield are handled self-consistently by the explosion
model described in Chapter 2.
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Chapter 2

Method

The simulation code flash was used to perform the numerical studies of SNe Ia pre-
sented in this dissertation. Flash was originally developed by the ASC/Alliance Center
for Astrophysical Thermonuclear Flashes at the University of Chicago [109, 110]. Flash
is an Eulerian code that utilizes a high-order shock-capturing compressible hydrodynamics
method, the piecewise parabolic method [PPM, 111], adapted to treat a general equation of
state [EOS, 112]. Flash applies this hydrodynamics method on an adaptively refined, tree-
structured, non-moving Eulerian grid managed by paramesh [113]. Extensive use is made
of this adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) capability, using different resolutions (ranging from
∼ 1 − 1000 km) for burning fronts, the initial hydrostatic star, and the region of negligible
density initially outside the star. For the purpose of studying SNe Ia, a tabulated, fully
ionized electron-ion plasma EOS is used [109, 114]. Additional development on the ignition
condition, flame model, nuclear energetics scheme, refinement criteria, DDT ignition, and
unresolved turbulent-flame interaction are described in this dissertation and Vladimirova
et al. [115], Calder et al. [116], Townsley et al. [117], and Townsley et al. [99].

The hydrodynamics module within flash solves the fully compressible Euler equations
in conservative form

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · ρv = 0, (2.1)

∂ρv

∂t
+∇ · ρvv + ∇p = ρg, (2.2)

∂ρE

∂t
+∇ · (ρE + p)v = ρv · g, (2.3)

where ρ is the fluid density, v is the fluid velocity, p is the pressure, E is the sum of the
internal energy ε and kinetic energy per unit mass

E = ε+
1

2
v2, (2.4)

g is the acceleration due to gravity, and t is the time coordinate. The pressure is a function
of density and internal energy given by the EOS. Mass scalars are advected by the flow with
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∂ρQ

∂t
+∇ · ρQv = 0, (2.5)

where 0 ≤ Q ≤ 1 is any mass scalar, including reaction progress variables used to describe
the flame model in Section 2.1. The equations are solved with PPM, a high-order Godunov
scheme in which fluxes through cell boundaries are computed by solving Riemann’s shock
tube problem. The left and right states of the Riemann problem are reconstructed from
cell-averaged quantities using a high-order polynomial that recovers the correct cell-average
quantity for each cell used in the reconstruction. Multidimensional flows are computing
using Strang splitting (or dimensional splitting). Full details of the implementation of this
scheme are provided in Fryxell et al. [109].

While flash is publicly available, the framework allows for modular components and the
inclusion of customized modules. I will highlight some of the important additions provided
by myself and collaborators Dean Townsley and Alan Calder including the flame model
in Section 2.1, the nuclear energetics scheme in Section 2.2, and the statistical framework
in Section 2.3. Additional details concerning tracer particles, nucleosynthesis, refinement
criteria for AMR, etc., may be found in Townsley et al. [99], Calder et al. [116], Townsley
et al. [117], and in Chapter 3.

2.1 Flame Model

The need for a flame model becomes apparent when the length scales of the target
problem are discussed. The explosive event that leads to the observation of a SNe Ia is a
macroscopic phenomenon that requires simulation of the full WD star and surrounding space
for the star to explode into. The radius of a degenerate WD is ∼ 108 cm, comparable to the
size of Earth, while a 12C + 12C flame is resolved at 10−4 − 103 cm for the relevant density
range in the WD [116]. Even with AMR, state-of-the-art 3D calculations obtain resolutions
of ∼ 105 cm. Therefore, the physics that describes combustion is unresolvable, and a model
that describes the unresolved processes associated with the flame must be constructed.

The flame-capturing model used in this dissertation was originally developed by Khokhlov
[118] following an advection-diffusion-reaction (ADR) equation for a reaction progress vari-
able φ that increases monotonically from 0 (fuel) to 1 (ash) given by

∂φ

∂t
+ v ·∇φ = κ∇2φ+

1

τ
R (φ) , (2.6)

where the reaction term R(φ), time-scale τ , and diffusion constant κ are chosen so that
the front propagates at the desired speed with the desired width. The diffusion constant
and reaction timescale are computed dynamically following Vladimirova et al. [115] with
κ ≡ sb∆x/16 and τ ≡ b∆x/16s, where ∆x is the cell width, s is the desired front-propagation
speed, and b sets the approximate number of zones desired to resolve the flame. The reaction
term is given by

R (φ) =
f

4
(φ− ε0) (1− φ+ ε1) , (2.7)

where 0 < ε0, ε1 � 1 and f is an additional factor that depends on ε0 and ε1 and the flame
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width to match the behavior of the Kolmogorov Petrovski Piskunov (KPP) reaction term
from which this was derived [117]. This formulation results in a fully localized flame front
allowing φ to take on additional meaning, such as a mass fraction, far from the flame. With
this reaction term, the ADR scheme does not need to be corrected for thermal expansion as
long as energy is released in proportion to φ [115], but R(φ) is discontinuous at φ = 0 and
φ = 1 introducing noise that is controlled by ε0 and ε1. Townsley et al. [117] found that
ε0 = ε1 = 10−3, f = 1.309, and b = 3.2 provide a well-localized flame at acceptable noise
levels.

It is important to note that the ADR scheme is implemented to conserve energy and
provide an implicit interface that is resolvable by the computational grid. It is not intended
to represent the physics of combustion or mimic the real internal flame structure. That is,
the reaction and diffusion terms are not chosen to reflect the physics of the problem. True
thickened-flame approaches thicken the real internal flame structure by a fixed amount that
may or may not be resolved on the computational domain. While this approach may be
advantageous, the ADR scheme presented here has been studied extensively, and it’s use
with flash is well tested [115, 117].

2.2 Nuclear Energetics

For fully resolved calculations, the nuclear flame and energetics would be captured
directly by temperature sensitive reaction rates, thermal diffusion, and species diffusion,
and would require tracking many nuclear species. For even the simplest reaction net-
works, typically 13 nuclear species are required to reasonably capture the energy generation
rate [109, 119]. Even though the flame is unresolved and replaced with the ADR flame-front
model, the memory requirement for even a modest number of nuclear species is prohibitive
in large multidimensional calculations. Instead, the nuclear reactions occurring in C-O WDs
can be characterized as a 3-stage process beginning with the driving reaction, 12C + 12C,
followed by 16O consumption to nuclear statistical quasi-equilibrium (NSQE), and ending
with the relaxation of NSQE to full nuclear statistical equilibrium (NSE). Townsley et al.
[117] define three reaction progress variables to represent these burning stages

φfa = processing fuel to carbon-burning ashes, (2.8)

φaq = processing of ash to NSQE, (2.9)

φqN = relaxation of NSQE to full NSE, (2.10)

which release different amounts of energy over different timescales. When the transition to
different burning stages is unresolved on the computational domain, the energy release is
smeared out and governed by the ADR equation; however, if the transition is resolved, the
energy is released over a characteristic timescale relevant for the burning stage [99, 116, 117].

The energy release is dictated by the bulk fluid properties instead of the mass fractions
of individual nuclear species. The fluid properties of interest are the number of electrons
per baryon, Ye, the number of fluid ions per baryon, Yion, and the average nuclear binding
energy per baryon, q̄. These properties are mass specific and advected by the flow instead of
individual nuclear species. The advantage of this approach is that the relevant timescales and
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nuclear energy release can be computed accurately once using a large 430-nuclide network
for relevant densities and temperatures [116], and then incorporated as a table look-up into
multidimensional models where a large network is prohibitive.

Because the 12C + 12C flame is unresolved (hence the motivation for a model flame),
the reaction progress variable representing carbon-burning is defined to be equivalent to the
reaction-diffusion (RD) front, φfa ≡ φ. Then, the subsequent burning stages follow with
φfa ≥ φaq ≥ φqN . Neutronization (or Ẏe) due to weak reactions occurring in NSE are imple-
mented in a straight-forward fashion since Ye is advected with the fluid and φqN represents
the partial fluid density of material in NSE [116]. Estimates of the final composition may
be made from these progress variables and fluid properties after α particles “freeze out” of
NSE due to the expanding and cooling material [117]. In particular, Ye indicates how much
material in NSE will be in the form of stable, neutron-rich Fe-group nuclides and how much
will be in the form of radioactive 56Ni that powers the light curve [99].

2.3 Statistical Framework

Townsley et al. [99] developed a statistical framework for evaluating systematic effects in
the explosion outcome. The framework is designed on the presumption of the DDT explosion
mechanism due to the success that 1D models have had in reproducing observations [77]. In
these calculations, the DDT is parameterized as occurring once the flame reached a partic-
ular density, ρDDT. This parameterization incorporates a theory of the microphysics which
predicts a specific range of densities the transition is likely to occur as well as sensitivities
to composition and turbulence as described in Section 3.5.2. In 1D simulations, the ignition
is necessarily spherically symmetric at the center of the WD, and a range of 56Ni yields are
obtained by variations in ρDDT. For higher transition densities, the star does not expand
as much by the time DDT conditions are met leading to the synthesis of more Fe-group
elements. The DDT density essentially served as a free parameter that could be “dialed” to
produce the desired outcome. While some variation is expected from ρDDT, the dominant
source of scatter in the yield of 56Ni is thought to arise from variations in the ignition con-
dition. Multidimensional calculations allow an exploration of the outcome of the explosion
with more realistic variations arising from an aspherical ignition condition. Townsley et al.
[99] choose to specify a unique (although unknown) transition density, such that variations
in the 56Ni yield arise from the ignition condition (all else remaining constant). With this
formalism, systematic effects due to variations in model parameters may be explored with a
distribution of ignition conditions that reproduces a realistic sample population of SNe Ia.

SNe Ia are inferred to produce a range of 56Ni yields between about 0.3 and 0.8 M� [120];
therefore, a somewhat randomized ignition condition is required to reproduce this result.
The ignition condition is motivated by the expectation that the pre-existing convection field
will spread the flame around during the early deflagration. The initial flame surface is
constructed by perturbing a spherically symmetric burned region with spherical harmonics
ranging over several modes. In two dimensions, only m = 0 spherical harmonics are possible,
but two- and three-dimensional formulations are provided normalized to contain the same
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amount of power in the perturbations. The position of the flame surface is described by

r2D (θ) = r0 + dr0

lmax∑

l=lmin

AlY
0
l (θ) , (2.11)

r3D (θ, φ) = r0 + dr0

lmax∑

l=lmin

1√
2l + 1

l∑

m=−l
Aml e

iπδml Y m
l (θ, φ) , (2.12)

where r0 is the overall radial size of the ignition region, dr0 is the magnitude of the pertur-
bations, Aml are randomly chosen from a normal distribution centered at 0 with σ = 1, δml
are chosen from a uniform distribution between -1 and 1. The choice of parameters r0, dr0,
lmin, and lmax to yield a desirable range of explosion outcomes depends on resolution and
dimensionality. For full details about the random number generator and further motivation
for the choices of these parameters, see Townsley et al. [99]. These ignition conditions pro-
vide a well-defined framework from which studies involving systematic variations in model
parameters may be conducted. Chapter 3 describes one such study on the variation of the
transition density, ρDDT.
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Chapter 3

The Influence of Deflagration to
Detonation Density

The transition density is the defining feature of DDT explosion models that have been
successful at reproducing observed features of SNe Ia [77, 83, 99]. While many studies infer
“favored” values of the DDT density, the mechanism is actively debated and may occur over a
wide range of densities if it occurs at all [96, 121–130]. 1D studies that explore the influence
of the transition density [e. g., 131] necessarily parameterize the burning velocity during
the deflagration phase, and variations in the explosion outcome are directly linked to the
transition density. While the transition density is expected to strongly influence the explosion
outcome, this study is the first to quantitatively explore its physical effect in multidimensional
simulations, where even for the same transition density a range of explosion outcomes is
expected. The range of transition densities was chosen to reflect previous estimates, and on
the lower end, a limitation of our algorithm.

I led the following investigation with the co-authors’ support and encouragement. The
co-authors developed, in part, the flash code that was used in this investigation. Their
modifications of the publicly available flash are described in Calder et al. [116] and Townsley
et al. [99, 117]. I was responsible for performing all simulations and analysis, and imple-
mented key modifications to the flash code that allowed for non-uniform, 22Ne-enriched
compositions, as well as an automated algorithm to trigger the transition from deflagration
to detonation. Dean Townsley implemented improvements to the burning model described
in Section 3.3.1.

The following is reproduced by permission of the AAS.
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ABSTRACT

We explore the effects of the deflagration to detonation transition (DDT) density on the production of 56Ni in
thermonuclear supernova (SN) explosions (Type Ia supernovae). Within the DDT paradigm, the transition density
sets the amount of expansion during the deflagration phase of the explosion and therefore the amount of nuclear
statistical equilibrium (NSE) material produced. We employ a theoretical framework for a well-controlled statistical
study of two-dimensional simulations of thermonuclear SNe with randomized initial conditions that can, with a
particular choice of transition density, produce a similar average and range of 56Ni masses to those inferred from
observations. Within this framework, we utilize a more realistic “simmered” white dwarf progenitor model with a
flame model and energetics scheme to calculate the amount of 56Ni and NSE material synthesized for a suite of
simulated explosions in which the transition density is varied in the range (1–3) ×107 g cm−3. We find a quadratic
dependence of the NSE yield on the log of the transition density, which is determined by the competition between
plume rise and stellar expansion. By considering the effect of metallicity on the transition density, we find the NSE
yield decreases by 0.055 ± 0.004 M� for a 1 Z� increase in metallicity evaluated about solar metallicity. For the
same change in metallicity, this result translates to a 0.067 ± 0.004 M� decrease in the 56Ni yield, slightly stronger
than that due to the variation in electron fraction from the initial composition. Observations testing the dependence
of the yield on metallicity remain somewhat ambiguous, but the dependence we find is comparable to that inferred
from some studies.

Key words: hydrodynamics – nuclear reactions, nucleosynthesis, abundances – supernovae: general – white dwarfs
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1. INTRODUCTION

Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) are bright stellar explosions that
are characterized by strong P Cygni features in Si and by a
lack of hydrogen in their spectra (see Hillebrandt & Niemeyer
2000; Filippenko 1997 and references therein). Observations of
SNe Ia (serving as distance indicators; Phillips 1993; Riess
et al. 1996; Albrecht et al. 2006) are at present the most
powerful and best proven technique for studying dark energy
(Riess et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999; Kolb et al. 2006;
Hicken et al. 2009; Lampeitl et al. 2010), and, accordingly,
there are many observational campaigns underway striving to
gather information about the systematics of these events and
to better measure the expansion history of the universe (see
Kirshner 2009 and references therein).

The most widely accepted model for these events is the
“single-degenerate” scenario, which is the thermonuclear ex-
plosion of a white dwarf (WD) composed principally of 12C
and 16O that has accreted mass from a companion (for a re-
view of explosion models, see Hillebrandt & Niemeyer 2000;
Livio 2000; Röpke 2006). The peak brightness of the super-
nova (SN) is set by the radioactive decay of 56Ni produced in
the explosion to 56Co and then to 56Fe. The empirical “brighter
is broader” relation between the peak brightness of the light
curve and the decay time from its maximum is understood to
follow from the fact that both the luminosity and opacity are

set by the mass of 56Ni synthesized in the explosion (Arnett
1982; Pinto & Eastman 2000; Kasen & Woosley 2007). Be-
cause of the dependence of the light curve on the amount of
radioactive 56Ni synthesized during an explosion and the ability
to infer the 56Ni yield from observations (Mazzali et al. 2007),
research into modeling thermonuclear SNe typically focuses on
the production and distribution of 56Ni as well as other nuclides
(such as 28Si) as the measure with which to compare models to
observations.

One-dimensional simulations of the single-degenerate case
showed that the most successful scenario is an initial defla-
gration (subsonic reaction front), born in the core of the WD
which at some point becomes a (supersonic) detonation, i.e.,
a deflagration–detonation transition (DDT; Khokhlov 1991;
Höflich & Khokhlov 1996). A delayed detonation naturally ac-
counts for the high-velocity Ca features (Kasen & Plewa 2005)
and the chemical stratification of the ejecta. While these one-
dimensional models are able to reproduce observed features of
the light curve and spectra, much of the physics is missing from
these models. The presence of fluid instabilities during the defla-
gration warranted the development of multidimensional models,
allowing a physically motivated calculation of the velocity of the
burning front and thus removing a free parameter. By relaxing
the symmetry constraints on the model, buoyancy instabilities
are naturally captured leading to a strong dependence on the
initial conditions of the deflagration that often result in too little
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expansion of the star by the time DDT conditions used in pre-
vious one-dimensional studies are met (Niemeyer et al. 1996;
Calder et al. 2003, 2004; Livne et al. 2005). Multidimensional
models may reach the expected amount of expansion prior to
the DDT with the choice of particular ignition conditions and
thus retain the desirable features from one-dimensional mod-
els (Gamezo et al. 2004; Plewa et al. 2004; Röpke et al. 2006;
Jordan et al. 2008).

Due to the strong dependence on ignition conditions, multi-
dimensional simulations of the DDT model are able to produce
a wide range of peak luminosities (via the production of a range
of 56Ni yields) consistent with a common explosion mode sug-
gested from observations (Mazzali et al. 2007). Differences in
the mass of synthesized 56Ni can follow from properties such
as metallicity and central density of the progenitor and/or dif-
ferences in the details of the explosion mechanism such as the
density at which the transition from deflagration to detonation
occurs. Timmes et al. (2003) found that metallicity should affect
the 56Ni yield based on approximate lepton number conserva-
tion. The metallicity sets the fractional amount of material in
nuclear statistical equilibrium (NSE) that is radioactive 56Ni.
Bravo et al. (2010) found a stronger dependence on metallicity
due to a significant amount of 56Ni that is synthesized during
incomplete Si burning.

Observational results to date are consistent with a shallow
dependence of 56Ni mass on metallicity but are unable to
rule out a trend entirely (Gallagher et al. 2005, 2008; Neill
et al. 2009; Howell et al. 2009). Determining the metallicity
dependence is challenging not only because the effect appears
to be small, but also due to the difficulty in measuring accurate
metallicities for the parent stellar population and problems with
strong systematic effects associated with the mass–metallicity
relationship within galaxies (Gallagher et al. 2008). This effect
is also difficult to decouple from the apparently stronger effect of
the age of the parent stellar population on the mean brightness of
SNe Ia (Gallagher et al. 2008; Howell et al. 2009; Krueger et al.
2010). Howell et al. (2009) note that the scatter in brightness
of this observed relation is unlikely to be explained by the
effect of metallicity. In general, the source of scatter can be
explained by the development of fluid instabilities during the
deflagration phase that contribute to differing rates of expansion
between instances of SNe. However, by considering the effect of
metallicity on the DDT density, scatter in the metallicity relation
may be enhanced beyond its intrinsic value inferred from fluid
instabilities.

Townsley et al. (2009) investigated the direct effect of
metallicity via initial neutron excess and found it to have a
negligible influence on the amount of material synthesized to
NSE. However, the neutron excess sets the amount of material
in NSE that favors stable Fe-group elements over radioactive
56Ni. Therefore, the initial metallicity directly influences the
yield of 56Ni. In this work, we expand that study to include the
potential indirect effect of metallicity in the form of the 22Ne
mass fraction (X22) through its influence on the density at which
the DDT takes place. To this end, we explore the effect of varying
the transition density, a proxy for varying the microphysics
that determine the conditions for a DDT. The conditions under
which a DDT occurs are still a subject of debate. Niemeyer &
Woosley (1997), Niemeyer & Kerstein (1997), and Khokhlov
et al. (1997) proposed that a necessary condition is the transition
to a distributed burning regime, in which turbulence disrupts
the reaction zone of the flame. More recent numerical studies
(Pan et al. 2008; Woosley et al. 2009; Schmidt et al. 2010) that
describe the conditions for a DDT include dependencies on the

turbulent cascade and the growth of a critical mass of fuel with
sufficiently strong turbulence. For this study, we assume the
DDT density to be the density at which thermonuclear burning
is expected to enter the distributed regime. This choice links the
explosion outcome to the dynamical evolution of the progenitor
density structure during the deflagration phase. By analyzing the
effect of transition density on the NSE yield, we can later analyze
how the details of the microphysics affect the DDT density. For
the purposes of this study, we will consider only the effect of X22
on the DDT density. In reality, the 12C mass fraction will also
be important in determining the DDT density, but we choose
to leave the exploration of the effect of 12C to future work.
Many other possible systematic effects exist that are outlined
in Townsley et al. (2009), such as the central ignition density
(Krueger et al. 2010), which are all held fixed in this study. The
interdependence of all of these effects will be considered in the
construction of the full theoretical picture in a future study.

We describe the details of our model in Sections 2 and 3,
and the properties of our statistical sample in Section 4. We
present our findings on the dependence of transition density
on NSE yield in Section 5.1. In Sections 5.2 and 5.3, we
assume a dependence of the transition density on 22Ne content
and construct the functional dependence of the 56Ni yield on
metallicity through the 22Ne content. In Section 6, we discuss
our conclusions and future work.

2. PARAMETERIZED REALISTIC WHITE DWARF
PROGENITOR

In order to include relevant processes in explosion models,
we first estimate the compositional profile of the progenitor
WD just prior to the birth of the flame. We begin by estimating
the compositional profile resulting from the evolution of the
post-main-sequence star that later becomes a WD. Recall that
the initial metallicity of the star is, by mass, almost entirely
in the form of CNO. As a result of the C–N–O cycle, these
all end up in helium layers as 14N, the target of the slowest
proton capture in the cycle. Subsequent reactions during helium
burning convert 14N into 22Ne; therefore, X22 is proportional
to the initial metallicity of the star (Timmes et al. 2003). The
composition of the inner portion of the star (≈0.3–0.4 M�) is set
during core helium burning resulting in a reduced carbon mass
fraction with respect to that of the outer layers, which is set by
shell burning on the asymptotic giant branch (see Straniero et al.
2003 and references therein).

At some point after the WD has formed, it begins to accrete
material from its companion. As the mass of the accreting WD
approaches the Chandrasekhar mass limit, the core temperature
and density increase such that carbon begins to fuse. The energy
released by carbon burning drives convection in the core. The
convective carbon-burning (“simmering”) phase lasts approxi-
mately 1000 years before the central temperature is high enough
to spark a thermonuclear flame (Woosley et al. 2004). During
the simmering phase, carbon is consumed from the convective
core. Concurrently, though, the convective zone grows with in-
creasing central temperature, pulling in relatively carbon-rich
material from the outer layer. Thus, the net effect is to increase
the carbon abundance in the convective region. We show the
growth of the convective zone in Figure 1, where dashed lines
show the compositional profile prior to the simmering phase and
the corresponding solid lines show the compositional profile at
the start of our simulations of the explosion.

For our WD models, we consider a parameterized three-
species compositional structure consisting of 12C, 16O, and 22Ne,
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Figure 1. Composition, density, and thermal profiles of the progenitor white
dwarf star used in the simulations for this study (solid lines). The compositional
profile of the progenitor prior to the simmering phase is also shown (dashed
lines).

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

which is sufficient to capture the nuclear burning rates. Since
22Ne is the only element in our parameterization that has more
neutrons than protons, the neutron excess from simmering is
accounted for by a parameterized 22Ne mass fraction

X′
22 = X22 + ΔX22(ΔYe), (1)

where X22 is proportional to the initial metallicity coming from
helium burning (Timmes et al. 2003) and ΔX22(ΔYe) represents
the effective enhancement of 22Ne in the core following from the
change in electron fraction during convective carbon burning.
The electron fraction (Ye) is related to X22 by

Ye = 10

22
X22 +

1

2
(1 − X22) (2)

such that a change in X22 constitutes a change in Ye. The
prime on X′

22 in Equation (1) indicates inclusion of effects
of neutronization during carbon burning and this convention
applies to the expressions below. We choose the composition
of the WD at the end of the simmering phase to consist of
X12 = 0.4 and X′

22 = 0.03 in the core and X12 = 0.5 and
X′

22 = 0.02 in the outer layer. Note that X22 = X′
22 in the outer

layer because neutronization due to carbon burning only occurs
in the convective core.

For comparison, a compositional profile can be estimated for
the WD prior to the onset of carbon burning. For simplicity,
consider the production of one neutron for every 6 12C burned
(i.e., dYe/dY12 ≈ 1/6, where Y12 is the molar abundance of 12C)
(Chamulak et al. 2008; Piro & Bildsten 2008). For ΔX22 = 0.01
in our progenitor model, this constitutes burning 0.04 M� of
carbon during simmering. Assuming that prior to simmering,
the core mass is ≈0.3 M� (Straniero et al. 2003) and the outer
layer consists of X12 = 0.5 material, we can account for all 12C
and conserve the total mass of the WD to estimate X12 ≈ 0.2 in
the carbon-reduced core of the WD prior to simmering as shown
in Figure 1.

Table 1 shows the composition of the progenitor WD before
and after the simmering phase using the parameterized 22Ne
mass fraction as well as the core mass. Note that throughout this
study, we choose to neglect any variation of the amount of neu-
tronization during simmering due to the initial Z. Accordingly,
ΔX22(ΔYe) is treated as a constant and, therefore, dX′

22 = dX22

Table 1
Composition of the Core and Outer Layer of the Progenitor White Dwarf

Evolutionary Stage Core Outer Layer

X12 X16 X′
22 Mc (M�) X12 X16 X′

22

Pre-simmering 0.22 0.76 0.02 0.30 0.50 0.48 0.02
Pre-deflagration 0.40 0.57 0.03 1.16 0.50 0.48 0.02

Table 2
Flame Speeds and Widths Changing 22Ne to Carbon-simmering Ashes

Holding Ye = 0.498636 Fixed and Using X12 = 0.4

ρ9 (g cm−3) s′ (km s−1) s (km s−1) Diff. (%)

0.1 0.926 1.012 8.5
0.2 4.194 4.570 8.2
0.3 11.372 12.106 6.1
0.4 18.785 19.466 3.5
0.5 24.352 25.057 2.8
0.6 29.162 29.916 2.5
0.7 33.527 34.322 2.3
0.8 37.571 38.401 2.2
0.9 41.364 42.228 2.0
1.0 44.978 45.871 1.9

ρ9 (g cm−3) δ′ (cm) δ (cm) Diff. (%)

0.1 1.4018 × 102 1.3829 × 102 −1.4
0.2 2.7439 × 103 2.4097 × 103 −13.9
0.3 8.5650 × 104 8.1055 × 104 −5.7
0.4 4.6600 × 104 4.9033 × 104 −5.0
0.5 3.5373 × 104 3.4319 × 104 −3.1
0.6 2.6457 × 104 2.5756 × 104 −2.7
0.7 2.0980 × 104 2.0437 × 104 −2.7
0.8 1.7167 × 104 1.6820 × 104 −2.1
0.9 1.4557 × 104 1.4199 × 104 −2.5
1.0 1.2562 × 104 1.2251 × 104 −2.5

Note. Primed quantities parameterize the effects of neutronization during carbon
burning as additional 22Ne.

and derivatives involving the true 22Ne mass fraction propor-
tional to metallicity, X22, are equivalent to derivatives involving
the parameterized 22Ne mass fraction, X′

22.
Because we consider the enhancement of the laminar flame

speed by 22Ne (Chamulak et al. 2007), we need to consider
the effects of our parameterization of the 22Ne content with
care. In actuality, the neutronization during carbon simmering
produces 13C, 23Na, and 20Ne and not 22Ne (Chamulak et al.
2008). A priori, this difference could alter the nuclear burning
rates and hence the laminar flame speed and width. Table 2
shows the laminar flame speeds and widths for the same Ye
exchanging ΔX22 for carbon-simmering ash for a composition
of 40% 12C, 2.0% 22Ne, 55.5% 16O, 0.6% 13C, 0.9% 20Ne, and
1.0% 23Na by mass using the same method as described by
Chamulak et al. (2007). The flame speeds and widths calculated
using the parameterized 22Ne mass fraction (3% by mass) are
denoted with primes. For high densities (�2.5 × 108 g cm−3)
in which the flame speed is not dominated by the buoyancy-
driven Rayleigh–Taylor (RT) instability, the difference is �5%;
therefore, our parameterization of the neutronization via X22
accurately captures the corresponding enhancement of the
laminar flame speed in this regime.

While the central temperature and central density of the
progenitor just prior to the birth of the flame are primarily
set by the accretion history of the WD, which varies and is
largely unknown, we choose a fiducial central density of ρc =
2.2 × 109 g cm−3 and central temperature of Tc = 7 × 108 K.
We construct isentropic profiles of density and temperature in
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the (convective) core and isothermal profiles in the (thermally
conductive) outer layer while maintaining hydrostatic equilib-
rium. We choose a fiducial isothermal temperature of the outer
layer to be Tiso = 108 K. The total mass of the WD progenitor
model is 1.37 M�.

Due to the difference in composition between the core and
outer layer, requiring a neutral buoyant condition at this interface
no longer reduces to a continuous temperature as it does
for a compositionally uniform WD (Piro & Chang 2008). In
reality, we might expect some convective overshoot and mixing
between the core and the outer layer, but because the physics
of convective overshoot are complex and not well understood,
the width of the transition region is unknown. For simplicity, we
assume no mixing region. The composition, density, and thermal
profiles of the progenitor used for this study immediately prior
to deflagration are the solid lines shown in Figure 1.

3. SIMULATION METHODS

We use a customized version of the FLASH Eulerian com-
pressible adaptive-mesh hydrodynamics code (Fryxell et al.
2000; Calder et al. 2002). Modifications to the code include
a nuclear burning model, composition-dependent laminar flame
speeds, particular mesh refinement criteria, and instructions for
determining the conditions for a DDT (for details, see Calder
et al. 2007; Townsley et al. 2007, 2009). In particular, the adap-
tive mesh refinement (AMR) capability of the code was utilized
to achieve particular resolutions for burning fronts (4 km) and
the initial hydrostatic star (16 km) for which the solution has
converged (Townsley et al. 2009).

The burning model is used for both subsonic (deflagration)
and supersonic (detonation) burning fronts. The laminar flame
width for densities and compositions characteristic of a mas-
sive C–O WD is unresolved on the scale of our grid (4 km;
Chamulak et al. 2007); therefore, we use an artificially thickened
flame represented by the advection–reaction–diffusion equation
(Khokhlov 1995; Vladimirova et al. 2006) to which our nuclear
energetics scheme is coupled. Appropriate measures have been
taken to ensure this coupling is acoustically quiet and stable such
that the buoyant instability of the burning front is accurately
captured (Townsley et al. 2007). The shock-capturing capabil-
ities of FLASH naturally handle the propagation of detonation
fronts given an accurate nuclear energetics scheme (Meakin
et al. 2009). We note that the only common components be-
tween our code and that of Plewa (2007) are those publicly
available as components of FLASH, which excludes all compo-
nents treating the nuclear burning; differences are discussed in
Townsley et al. (2007).

In this section, we discuss an improvement to our burning
model and an improvement to the method by which the transition
from deflagration to detonation is made. The changes to the
burning model reflect recent work to better match steady-state
detonation structures that are partially resolved on the grid.
This is important for obtaining accurate particle tracks for post-
processing nucleosynthetic yields. Additionally, changes to the
DDT method were necessary to ensure consistency between
individual simulations using different DDT densities and/or
different initial configurations of the flame.

3.1. Improved Burning Model

For the calculations presented here we utilize the latest
revision of a parameterized three-stage model for the nuclear
burning (Calder et al. 2007; Townsley et al. 2007, 2009; Meakin

et al. 2009; Seitenzahl et al. 2009b). The details of this latest
version will be published separately (D. M. Townsley et al.
2010, in preparation) along with extensive comparisons to
nuclear network calculations of steady-state detonations, but
we summarize the major changes here. This work represents
the first time a burning model which correctly reproduces the
nuclear statistical quasi-equilibrium (NSQE; Khokhlov 1989) to
NSE transition timescales and length scales during incomplete
silicon burning has ever been used in a multidimensional
SN Ia calculation, as validated by comparison to steady-state
detonation structures calculated out to the pathological point
with the Zel’dovich–von Neumann–Döring (ZND) model (see,
e.g., Fickett & Davis 1979). Accurate reproduction of this low-
density burning regime is essential because a significant portion
of the 56Ni is produced in incomplete burning (Bravo et al. 2010)
so that the overall 56Ni yield is determined by the details of how
this low-density cutoff of 56Ni production occurs.

Obtaining a satisfactory reproduction of ZND detonation
structures involved two main changes to the three-stage burning
model. First, we found that the progress variable representing
the NSQE to NSE transition, φqn, which also gives the mass
fraction of Fe-group (NSE) material, did not match the time
and space structure of this transition in steady-state detonations
calculated with a full nuclear network. The kinetics for this
stage, first proposed by Khokhlov (1991) and adopted in
Calder et al. (2007), are given by the simple form dφqn/dt =
(1 − φqn)/τNSE where τNSE is a calibrated timescale that depends
mainly on temperature. We have found, however, that a far
more appropriate match to steady-state detonations at densities
important for incomplete silicon burning, ρ � 107 g cm−3, is
obtained with the alternative form dφqn/dt = (1 − φqn)2/τNSE.
This necessitates a recalibration of τNSE, since it now plays a
different role, but it is still sufficient for it to depend only on
temperature. Although this change in derivative significantly
improves the match between the parameterized burning and the
ZND structure at the densities of interest, it is still not exact
at all densities. It is therefore unclear if this form is indicative
of some underlying physical process, and whether or not it is
specific to detonations. There are several relaxation processes
proceeding simultaneously, so that it is non-trivial to quantify
separate contributions. This will be investigated in more detail
in future work on post-processing nucleosynthesis.

The second major burning model change was motivated
by needing to match the thermodynamic, i.e., T, ρ, profiles
at densities at which the portion of the detonation structure
representing the NSQE to NSE transition is resolved on the grid.
Our previous treatment released all of the nuclear binding energy
change to the NSE state by the end of the second stage, leaving
the third stage NSQE to NSE transition energetically inert. This
lack of an energy release on the NSE timescale leads to an
incorrect progression of the density fall-off behind the shock
front in the detonation. The abbreviated energy release leads to
an underprediction of the temperature immediately behind the
unresolved earlier burning stages in a propagating detonation. A
very good match of thermodynamic profiles to the full-network
steady-state detonation was obtained by tying the completion
of the energy release to φqn, so that energy release occurs in
three distinct stages. Note that the previous change involving
the kinetics used for φqn is also an important contributor to the
realism of the thermodynamic profiles obtained.

Finally, although detailed nucleosynthesis based on post-
processing tracer particle histories will be published in future
work (D. M. Townsley et al. 2010, in preparation), we have
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Figure 2. Snapshots of realization 2 just after one (left) and then another (right) detonation were ignited at the specified transition density of 1.26 × 107 g cm−3 (green
contour). The reaction progress variable representing carbon burning is in color. The detonating regions are the rapidly expanding regions of completely burned carbon
ahead of the plume.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

performed two important tests for the burning model used
in this work. The composition profiles obtained from post-
processed histories for hydrodynamic simulations of steady-
state detonations match the steady-state structure calculated via
the ZND method with a large network with remarkable accuracy.
Additionally, a preliminary version of the post-processing under
development has been applied to the calculations presented here,
and we have found good agreement between φqn and the fraction
of material in the form of Fe-group nuclides found from post-
processing on both an overall basis and in ejection velocity
bins. Overall, the burning model changes led to a modest but
significant (around 0.2 M�) increase in the overall Fe-group
yields for the same explosion. The yields found here are not
quite this much higher than similar cases from Townsley et al.
(2009) because the progenitors used here have a lower central
carbon fraction.

3.2. Improved Detonation Ignition Conditions

In order to study the systematic effects associated with
changing the DDT density, we need to minimize any systematics
in our method of starting a detonation. Previously, in Townsley
et al. (2009), we visualized the simulation data from the
deflagration phase and plotted a density contour at the DDT
density. When the flame reached ≈64 km away from the contour,
we picked a computational cell half-way between the flame front
and the DDT density contour to place a detonation ignition
point with a radius of 8 km. The placement and size of the
detonation point was chosen to be as close to the flame front
as possible while still allowing the detonation point to develop
into a self-sustained, stable detonation front. If the detonation
point is placed too close to the flame front, then the flame
will interact with the detonation point before it develops into
a self-sustained detonation. Comparisons of simulations from
identical initial conditions with 8 and 12 km ignition radii finds
the NSE yield differs by �0.5% throughout the evolution. This
results indicates that the total yield is insensitive to the choice
of detonation ignition radius for radii less than the characteristic
size of a rising plume (as can be seen in Figure 2). We adopt
12 km for the detonation ignition radius in our study as it
produces more robust detonations at low density.

To ensure that we do not introduce unintended systematic
effects in this study, we improve our method of detonation
ignition point placement over the previous “by hand” method
by precisely defining the criteria for a DDT that is used in
an algorithm. Parameters in this algorithm are chosen to be
consistent with Townsley et al. (2009). Once the flame front
reaches the specified DDT density in a simulation, a detonation
is ignited 32 km radially outward away from the flame front.
Here the reaction–diffusion (RD) front is defined by the variable
representing progress of the subsonic burning wave, φRD, with
the leading edge defined as the region between the values 0.001
and 0.01 of this variable. During the deflagration phase of a
simulation, φRD is equivalent to the carbon-burning reaction
progress variable, φf a . At the leading edge of the RD front, very
little carbon has burned and the local density is approximately
equal to the unburned density. This provides a definition of the
DDT density that is much more precise and accurate. We chose
these criteria that ignite the detonation ahead of the RD front to
avoid any issues with the detonation ignition point overlapping
with the artificially thickened flame. If we were to choose criteria
that would initiate a detonation inside a thickened flame, the
detonation structure would need to be altered in some way to be
consistent with the artificial nature of that region.

Our detonation ignition conditions also restrict detonation
ignition points to be at least 200 km away from each other. This
choice ensures that each rising plume starts 2–3 detonations,
which is consistent with Townsley et al. (2009). In the case that
multiple points within 200 km meet the detonation ignition
conditions, the point furthest from the center of the star is
preferred ensuring the ignition of detonations on plume “tops.”
In reality, the location of the spontaneous detonation points
is not well known and is the subject of active research. For
instance, Röpke et al. (2007) argue that a spontaneous detonation
is triggered by the extreme turbulence found in the roiling fuel
underneath the plume caps. Under the assumption that the DDT
occurs when the flame reaches the low density for distributed
burning, we place ignition points on the tops of the rising plumes.
Future studies, however, will explore other physically motivated
detonation methods in which the location of the detonation
ignition is not necessarily specified relative to a plume, but
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rather determined by the local turbulence field, composition,
density, and temperature (Röpke et al. 2007; Woosley et al.
2009). Figure 2 shows the placement of first one detonation
point, and then another more than 200 km away from the first,
both at the specified DDT density.

Each detonation ignition point is defined by the profile of
the reaction progress variable representing carbon burning, φf a .
Within the detonation ignition radius φf a = 1, and, because we
are igniting in fuel, φf a = 0 outside this region. The subsequent
energy release from this change in φf a drives a shock strong
enough to ignite the surrounding unburned material. This top-hat
profile is a simple approach to igniting a detonation and has some
drawbacks. At densities below ≈107 g cm−3, this detonation
ignition method does not produce a sufficiently strong shock
to burn the fuel. The improvements to our DDT method place
the detonation point radially outward from the specified DDT
density; therefore, the density within the detonation point is
actually somewhat less than that specified by the DDT density.
This differs from the method described in Townsley et al.
(2009) in that the detonation point was placed at a density that
was somewhat higher than the specified DDT density. Igniting
a detonation specifying a DDT density below 107.1 g cm−3

is impossible using a top-hat profile because the detonation
ignition point is actually placed ≈107 g cm−3. In future works,
we will explore the use of a gradient in φf a motivated by
Seitenzahl et al. (2009a) to describe the detonation ignition
point profile which should result in the formation of stronger
shocks that will burn the surrounding low-density fuel.

4. PROPERTIES OF STATISTICAL SAMPLE
AND METHOD

To study the systematic effect of transition density on the
56Ni yield synthesized during a simulated explosion, we utilize
the statistical framework developed in Townsley et al. (2009).
In order to compare results between this study and Townsley
et al. (2009), we use the same sample population using the same
initial seed. The initial seed defines the starting point to a stream
of random numbers used to characterize our sample population
of thermonuclear SNe as described in Townsley et al. (2009). In
that study, we found that the sample dispersion in the estimated
NSE yield does not asymptote until more than 10 realizations.
Accordingly, our sample is made up of 30 realizations.

During the early part of the deflagration phase (≈0.1 s), the
flame is most affected by convective motion in the core of the
WD. Because the velocity field in the core and the number of
ignition points are largely uncertain, we choose to characterize
the initial flame surface using spherical harmonics, each with
a random coefficient picked sequentially from the initial seed.
Each realization is defined with a unique perturbation on the
initial spherically symmetric flame surface using

r (θ ) = r0 + a0

lmax∑
l=lmin

AlY
0
l (θ ) , (3)

where r0 is the radius of flame surface, a0 is the amplitude of the
perturbations, Al is a randomly chosen coefficient corresponding
to the spherical harmonic Y 0

l , and lmin and lmax set the range of
spherical modes used to perturb the flame surface. This method
serves to initialize RT-unstable plumes of random relative
strengths, which we would expect from various distributions of
ignition points and varying strengths of the convective velocity
field found in the real population of progenitors. In this study,

r0 = 150 km, a0 = 30 km, lmin = 12, and lmax = 16. The
choices of these parameters are motivated by the resolution of
our study and the desire to obtain reasonable 56Ni yields inferred
from observations. These choices are discussed in further detail
in Townsley et al. (2009).

We choose to analyze the dependence on transition density
by choosing five different transition densities equidistant in log
space at LρDDT = {7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5} in cgs units, where
LρDDT = log10 ρDDT. The range of DDT densities chosen for
this study is motivated both by previous work and computational
challenges. Below LρDDT = 7.1, a more realistic detonation
structure is needed to successfully launch a detonation wave
as described in the previous section and in Seitenzahl et al.
(2009a). While recent studies have suggested a wider range
of DDT densities are possible (Pan et al. 2008; Schmidt et al.
2010), we suggest that trends resulting from varying the DDT
density are captured with a maximum LρDDT = 7.5.

A simulation is performed for each of the 30 realizations in
our sample at each DDT density for a total of 150 simulations.
We choose not to explore DDT densities below this specified
range for computational reasons. Because of the approximate
power-law density profile of the WD, DDT densities were
chosen in log space because these densities correspond to
relatively evenly spaced radial coordinates of the WD. The
amount of 56Ni synthesized in the explosion principally depends
on the amount of expansion during the deflagration phase.
Therefore, spatially separated detonation ignition conditions
will allow the amount of expansion to vary a non-negligible
amount and we can more easily analyze the dependence of the
yield on DDT density.

We find that extrapolating our results to a DDT density
of LρDDT = 6.83 yields an estimated average 56Ni yield of
�0.60 M� with a standard deviation of 0.21 M� (from the fits
described below and listed in Table 4) that is consistent with
observations (Howell et al. 2009). Because the actual DDT
density is unknown and the subject of ongoing research (Pan
et al. 2008; Aspden et al. 2008, 2010; Woosley et al. 2009;
Schmidt et al. 2010), we are free to choose this value of the
DDT density as the fiducial DDT density, LρDDT,0 = 6.83. This
choice is relevant for analysis and comparison to other works
as discussed in Section 5. The distribution of 56Ni material
synthesized during the explosion is shown in Figure 3 for
different transition densities at LρDDT = 6.83, 7.10, and 7.30.

The NSE mass, MNSE, is defined as
∫

φqnρdV integrated over
the star. We determine the NSE yield by running the simulation
until MNSE is no longer increasing as a function of simulation
time. This condition is defined as

dMNSE

dt
< 0.01

M�
s

. (4)

Because we estimate the 56Ni yield as a fraction of the NSE yield,
we consider the 56Ni yield to have plateaued when the NSE yield
has plateaued. Considering additional 56Ni from incomplete Si
burning in NSQE material and the efficient capture of excess
neutrons onto Fe-group elements changes the final 56Ni estimate
by �1%. Therefore, to good approximation, the 56Ni yield is
a fraction of the NSE yield. Figure 4 shows the evolution of
the NSE yield as a function of simulation time showing the
DDT time and the NSE yield plateau time for each DDT density
for realization 2. Discernible from this figure, there is a clear
dependence of the NSE yield on transition density.
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Figure 3. Distributions of the 56Ni yield for three different transition densities
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described in Section 5.1 such that the mean M(56Ni) � 0.60 M� is consistent
with observations.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 4. NSE yields for realization 2 at each transition density used in this
study. The closed circles indicate the time the flame first reaches the DDT
density. The open squares show the time the NSE yield has plateaued as defined
by Equation (4).

5. RESULTS

Within the DDT paradigm for thermonuclear SNe, the con-
ditions under which a transition occurs are still not completely
understood (Aspden et al. 2008, 2010). Generally, though, a
hypothesized transition occurs when the flame enters the dis-
tributed burning regime, which occurs when the flame speed
equals the turbulent velocity at the scale of the flame width as-
suming a Kolmogorov turbulent cascade (Niemeyer & Woosley
1997). Recent work has placed more stringent requirements on
the DDT (Pan et al. 2008; Woosley et al. 2009; Schmidt et al.
2010) and fundamental questions concerning deflagration in
the limit of disruptive turbulence remain (Poludnenko & Oran
2010). Regardless of the actual DDT mechanism, it is likely that
the DDT conditions will depend on composition because both
the width and burning rate of the flame depend on the abun-
dances 12C and 22Ne. For the current study, we assume that a
DDT will occur at a unique density given a particular composi-
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Figure 5. Mass burned to NSE as compared to the mass above a density of
2 × 107 g cm−3 at the first DDT time for each realization in our sample.
The different shapes plotted (+, ×, ∗, �, �) correspond to different transition
densities (107.1, 107.2, 107.3, 107.4, 107.5), respectively. The solid line shows the
linear fit to yields produced with a DDT density of 107.1 g cm−3 most closely
matching the DDT density used in Townsley et al. (2009). The dashed line shows
a 1:1 correlation between the NSE yield and mass above 2 × 107 g cm−3. The
lowest two DDT densities are less than the density threshold 2×107 g cm−3 and
thus show more scatter about the linear relation due to increased dependence on
the plume morphology.

tion, regardless of the microphysics involved. This assumption
is reasonable given that the characteristics of the flame depend
strongly on density. Using this assumption, we can delay the
analysis of the particular microphysics that lead to a specific
transition density and analyze the dependence of the amount of
material synthesized to NSE during the explosion on the transi-
tion density. Therefore, we can think of each transition density
as a proxy for changing the composition that determines the
conditions for a DDT via the appropriate microphysics.

As discussed in detail in Townsley et al. (2009), many
systematic effects exist that influence the outcome of an SN.
In that study, the direct effect of 22Ne was explored and found to
have a negligible influence on the NSE yield. Therefore, we do
not vary the initial 22Ne mass fraction, but rather study the effect
of varying the DDT density with the expectation that the NSE
yield will be influenced indirectly by 22Ne and 12C abundances
through the DDT density. We focus on the indirect effect of
the 22Ne abundance on the NSE yield, following up previous
work in Townsley et al. (2009) and neglect the effect of varying
the carbon abundance. Additionally, we neglect effects due to
the central ignition density, compositional and thermodynamic
WD structure, and the total WD mass. The effects due to these
variables will be studied in turn in future works with the goal of
addressing interdependencies once individual effects are better
understood.

5.1. Dependence on Transition Density

The evolution of the amount of material above a density
threshold (Mρ>ρthres = ∫

ρthres
ρdV , where we take ρthres =

2 × 107 g cm−3) principally determines the dependence of the
NSE yield on DDT density. This is due largely to the linear
relationship between the NSE yield and Mρ7>2(t = tDDT) shown
in Figure 5, where tDDT is defined as the time the flame first
reaches the specified DDT density. This definition is consistent
with our assumption that DDT conditions are met on the tops
of rising plumes. As mentioned above, other DDT locations are
possible, such as the highly turbulent region underneath plume
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Figure 6. Comparison of the evolution of the white dwarf defined by the mass above the density threshold (Mρ7>2) to the plume evolution defined by the minimum
flame density (ρmin). The left panel presents the evolution of Mρ7>2 (solid) and ρmin (dotted) as a function of simulation time for realizations 2 (blue), 10 (red), and
18 (green) showing the expansion rate of the WD and the plume rise time with DDT times (circles) associated with each DDT density emphasized. Mρ7>2 is defined
as the total mass with density greater than 2 × 107 g cm−3 and ρmin is defined as the minimum density at which the flame is burning material. The translation into
Mρ7>2 as a function of ρmin is shown in the right panel for comparison to MNSE as a function of ρDDT shown in Figure 7. We also highlight the fiducial DDT density
as black squares. These plots emphasize the importance of the rate of expansion of the WD and the plume rise time as a function of density in determining the relation
between the NSE yield and DDT density. Realization 2 produces NSE yields that are close to the average while realizations 10 and 18 produce the lowest and highest
yields, respectively.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

“caps,” which would result in a higher DDT density correlated to
our present definition via the density structure local to the rising
plume. As shown in Figure 4, the deflagration phase burns only a
relatively small fraction of the WD and the majority of material
is burned during the detonation. Once a detonation has started,
the propagation speed of the burning wave is much greater than
the rate of expansion; therefore, the NSE yield is essentially
independent of the evolution of Mρ7>2 for t > tDDT. The number
of detonation points and their corresponding distribution in time
and location contributes to the variance of the relation between
the NSE yield and Mρ7>2. The relation between the NSE yield
and DDT density via Mρ7>2 also depends on the acceleration
of the RT-unstable plumes not being too great near tDDT. For a
constant plume rise rate near tDDT, there is a linear relationship
between the DDT density and tDDT. This relationship allows the
evolution of Mρ7>2 to translate directly into a dependence of
the NSE yield on DDT density. Figure 6 shows the evolution
of Mρ7>2 and ρmin as a function of simulation time for three
different realizations where ρmin is the minimum density at
which the flame is burning material. The evolution of ρmin shows
the linear relationship between the log of the DDT density and
tDDT where the filled circles represent the tDDT times for each
of the five transition densities and the filled squares show the
fiducial DDT density. For the times corresponding to the DDT
conditions, the evolution of Mρ7>2 is in a region where the rate
of expansion of the star becomes significant and Mρ7>2 begins
to drop off relatively quickly.

We find, for each individual realization, the NSE yield
depends quadratically on transition density. Table 3 lists the
NSE yields for each realization at each of five transition densities
equidistant in log space. Table 4 shows the coefficients used to
fit the quadratic dependence of NSE yield on transition density
for

MNSE(M�) = a (LρDDT)2 + bLρDDT + c. (5)

Figure 7 shows fits to the NSE yield for each realization and
the average yields at each transition density. The NSE yields
for individual realizations are plotted as blue crosses and the
individual curves showing the dependence of NSE yield on
DDT density are shown in gray. The average NSE yields at

Table 3
NSE Yields in M� for each Realization at each Transition Density, LρDDT

Rel. LρDDT

#No. 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5

1 0.989 1.082 1.152 1.207 1.236
2 0.970 1.056 1.131 1.184 1.215
3 0.948 1.043 1.119 1.174 1.209
4 0.951 1.062 1.144 1.197 1.226
5 1.027 1.101 1.168 1.214 1.242
6 1.074 1.138 1.185 1.219 1.248
7 1.076 1.132 1.179 1.215 1.243
8 1.110 1.167 1.210 1.239 1.260
9 0.917 1.022 1.105 1.163 1.199
10 0.791 0.929 1.038 1.113 1.166
11 1.092 1.147 1.189 1.229 1.255
12 1.240 1.258 1.273 1.289 1.301
13 0.882 0.987 1.083 1.145 1.183
14 1.070 1.125 1.185 1.223 1.250
15 1.119 1.176 1.218 1.254 1.274
16 0.883 0.994 1.081 1.142 1.183
17 1.026 1.115 1.171 1.213 1.241
18 1.181 1.223 1.249 1.270 1.290
19 0.967 1.057 1.132 1.185 1.220
20 1.005 1.089 1.138 1.180 1.218
21 1.222 1.248 1.268 1.284 1.297
22 1.045 1.104 1.170 1.216 1.244
23 1.001 1.085 1.150 1.187 1.223
24 0.900 1.012 1.091 1.130 1.176
25 0.989 1.057 1.139 1.193 1.226
26 1.092 1.150 1.192 1.228 1.254
27 1.192 1.222 1.251 1.274 1.290
28 1.145 1.183 1.220 1.253 1.273
29 1.063 1.131 1.175 1.210 1.235
30 1.179 1.225 1.249 1.273 1.288

M̄ 1.038 1.111 1.169 1.210 1.239
σ 0.110 0.082 0.059 0.046 0.036
σM̄ 0.020 0.015 0.011 0.008 0.007

each DDT density are shown in red. At a transition density of
107.5 g cm−3, notice that the dependence on DDT density has
flattened out for almost all realizations and the variance of the
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Table 4
Coefficients used to Fit the Quadratic Dependence of Transition Density on

NSE Yield Using Equation (5)

No. a (M�) b (M�) c (M�) MNSE(LρDDT,0)

1 −1.024 15.56 −57.9 0.637
2 −0.933 14.24 −53.1 0.633
3 −1.010 15.40 −57.5 0.589
4 −1.388 20.95 −77.8 0.515
5 −0.815 12.43 −46.2 0.732
6 −0.595 9.12 −33.7 0.852
7 −0.480 7.42 −27.4 0.876
8 −0.619 9.41 −34.5 0.898
9 −1.164 17.70 −66.1 0.515
10 −1.454 22.17 −83.3 0.279
11 −0.442 6.87 −25.4 0.902
12 −0.083 1.36 −4.3 1.183
13 −1.212 18.45 −69.0 0.456
14 −0.557 8.58 −31.8 0.844
15 −0.575 8.78 −32.2 0.910
16 −1.173 17.88 −66.9 0.470
17 −0.963 14.58 −54.0 0.712
18 −0.348 5.34 −19.2 1.048
19 −0.926 14.15 −52.8 0.628
20 −0.708 10.86 −40.4 0.740
21 −0.210 3.25 −11.3 1.134
22 −0.583 9.03 −33.6 0.798
23 −1.093 16.47 −60.9 0.696
24 −1.219 18.46 −68.7 0.502
25 −0.782 12.04 −45.1 0.671
26 −0.490 7.56 −27.9 0.896
27 −0.248 3.86 −13.7 1.080
28 −0.276 4.36 −15.9 1.006
29 −0.685 10.42 −38.4 0.827
30 −0.429 6.54 −23.6 1.032

Note. The NSE mass in units of M� is evaluated at LρDDT,0 using the
coefficients.

yields among all realizations is small. This behavior is due to the
fact that the progenitor WD star has a finite mass of 1.37 M�.
At the highest transition density, the expansion rate of the star
is relatively small, and the evolution of Mρ7>2 is relatively
slowly declining as compared to lower DDT densities (see
Figure 6).
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The curvature of the NSE yield dependence on DDT density,
a, is well correlated with the NSE yield at a given DDT
density. Figure 8 shows this correlation for LρDDT,0 = 6.83;
however, a correlation exists for all DDT densities as may
be discernible from Figure 7 noting that most black lines
representing individual realizations do not cross. The lower the
NSE yield for a given realization, the stronger the dependence
on transition density. This result is likely due to realizations
with lower yields having multiple competing plumes that release
more energy allowing the star to expand more rapidly leading
to a stronger dependence on the transition density.

After fitting the dependence on DDT density for each real-
ization, we find an interesting correlation between the fitting
parameters from Equation (5). Figure 9 shows the correlation
between the fitting parameters a, b, and c with c on the horizontal
axis. The tight correlation between these parameters indicates
that a single parameter describes the dependence on DDT den-
sity for a given realization. The fitting parameters a and b can
be expressed as a function of c:

a = αc + β, (6)

b = δc + γ , (7)
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Figure 10. Snapshots of realization 18 (left) and realization 10 (right) at a
simulation time of 0.4 s. Realization 18 produced the highest yield and shows
the development of a single dominant plume while realization 10 had the lowest
yield and shows all plumes developing at about the same rate. Shown in color
are fuel and burning products: unburned C, O, Ne (yellow) and Fe-group (NSE,
black). Density in g cm−3 is indicated by contours (blue) logarithmically spaced
at integer powers of 10 as well as the DDT density of 1.26 × 107 g cm−3 (red).

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

where α = (1.754 ± 0.003) × 10−2, β = −0.005 ± 0.002,
δ = −0.2646 ± 0.0005, and γ = 0.21 ± 0.02. These parame-
ters were calculated using a least-squares method and the asso-
ciated errors were calculated from the corresponding covariance
matrix.

Each realization has a different random initial perturbation of
the central ignition condition that sets the plume morphology.
Dominant single plumes tend to allow the star to expand less
prior to reaching the conditions for a detonation, while multiple
competing plumes tend to release more energy during the
deflagration phase, allowing more expansion prior to reaching
the conditions for a DDT. Shown in Figure 10 are the RT unstable
plumes for the realizations with the highest and lowest yields
a few tenths of seconds into the deflagration. Unfortunately,
no strong correlation exists between the properties of the initial
flame surface, such as mass enclosed, surface to volume ratio, or
amount of power in the perturbation, for a given realization and
the single fitting parameter c. This lack of a correlation implies
there is no way to tell whether a particular initial condition will
seed a single dominant plume or multiple competing plumes.

Physically, we might expect two competing effects that
influence the NSE yield: plume morphology (rise time) and the
rate of expansion. In our two-dimensional simulations, these two
effects appear to be correlated as seen in Figure 6. Our results
indicate that plumes near the symmetry axis tend to rise faster
than plumes rising near the equator and we attribute this result to
the fact that our simulations are two-dimensional. A plume that
develops near the symmetry axis naturally becomes dominant in
two dimensions and determines the DDT time and thus the NSE
yield. In addition, a plume near the symmetry axis represents
less volume than a plume of similar size near the equator. This
indicates that energy is being deposited into a smaller volume
allowing for a lesser rate of expansion. This explains why the
overall rate of expansion of the star is correlated to the rise time
of the first plume to reach DDT conditions.

In order to evaluate the dependence on DDT density with-
out this unphysical correlation, we need to perform three-

Table 5
Statistical Properties of the Fitting Parameter c and the NSE Yield at

ρDDT = 6.76 × 106 g cm−3

Parameter Mean Std. Dev. Std. Dev. of Mean

c (M�) −42 21 4
MNSE,0 (M�) 0.77 0.22 0.04

dimensional simulations. A suite of three-dimensional simula-
tions will likely create a two-parameter family (plume rise and
expansion rates) of solutions which describe the yield as a func-
tion DDT density. Additionally, we expect three-dimensional
plumes to behave similarly to two-dimensional on-axis plumes
implying a faster plume rise time.

As a result of the tight correlation for a and b and the
determination of Equations (6) and (7), the average relation
is characterized by just the average c—or equivalently, the
average NSE yield at a specified ρDDT. We evaluate the average
and standard deviation of the fitting parameter c as well as the
statistical properties of the NSE yield at the fiducial transition
density of 106.83 g cm−3 shown in Table 5.

5.2. NSE Yield Dependence on 22Ne

Recall that for the purposes of this study, we are neglecting the
effects of varying the core carbon abundance, the central ignition
density, the WD structure, etc., except for the indirect effect of
X22, the neutron excess produced during simmering, and the
DDT density. In order to derive the NSE yield dependence on
X22, we need to expand the derivative of MNSE with respect to
X22 which involves only a couple of terms given our assumptions

dMNSE

dX22
= ∂MNSE

∂LρDDT

dLρDDT

dX22
+

∂MNSE

∂X22
. (8)

Townsley et al. (2009) showed that ∂MNSE
∂X22

= 0. In that study,
they employed an estimate of the mass burned to NSE by
measuring the amount of mass above a density of 2×107 g cm−3.
That correlation is confirmed by our current study as shown in
Figure 5 where we plot the NSE yield of all realizations at
each transition density. The correlation between NSE yield and
mass above 2 × 107 g cm−3 at tDDT for a transition density of
1.26 × 107 g cm−3, closest to the transition density used for
that study, is highlighted. Given our assumptions and the result
that the NSE yield does not depend directly on X′

22 (Townsley
et al. 2009), the NSE yield only depends directly on the DDT
density. The effect of X′

22 on the yield enters through the DDT
density. Therefore, we will construct the functional dependence
of LρDDT on X′

22.
The DDT density depends on X22 via the microphysics

involved in determining the conditions under which the flame
transitions from a deflagration to a detonation, which, as noted
above, is incompletely understood. We assume the transition
occurs at a particular density at which the flame enters the
distributed burning regime, but more stringent conditions for
the DDT include dependences on the turbulent cascade and
the growth of a critical mass of fuel with sufficiently strong
turbulence (Pan et al. 2008; Woosley et al. 2009; Schmidt
et al. 2010). The dependence on composition of these models
may be explored and applied to the trends with DDT density
presented in this study. Under our assumptions, the flame enters
the distributed burning regime when the laminar flame width
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Table 6
Coefficients for log–log Fits to Equation (11)

Parameter X22 = 0.02 X22 = 0.06

as 0.7942 0.7745
bs −12.735 −12.121
aδ −1.3550 −1.3507
bδ 19.17 18.88

Note. The subscript denotes whether fitting for the
laminar flame speed (s) or flame width (δ).

becomes of the order of the Gibson length (lG), where

lG = L
( sl

u′
)3

. (9)

Here, L is the length scale on which the strength of the turbulent
velocity (u′) is evaluated, and sl is the laminar flame speed (see,
e.g., Peters 2000). By using the laminar flame speeds and widths
which depend on X22 from Chamulak et al. (2007), we choose
the conditions for a detonation are met at X22 = 0.02 at a
particular transition density (LρDDT) when the Gibson length is
equal to the laminar flame width. The strength of the turbulent
velocity field is calculated assuming a Kolmogorov turbulence
cascade:

u′ = sl(ρ,X22 = 0.02)

(
δl(ρ,X22 = 0.02)

L

)1/3

. (10)

Using u′, we solve for the change in transition density, ΔLρDDT,
by changing 22Ne to X22 = 0.06 and again setting the Gibson
length equal to the laminar flame width where L cancels out
of the equation. This evaluation yields a change in transition
density over a change in X22, or dLρDDT

dX22
.

We use log–log fits to the flame speed and flame width as a
function of density using the table generated by Chamulak et al.
(2007). We use only densities above 108 g cm−3 for X12 = 0.3
and above 5 × 108 for X12 = 0.5. Within this parameter space,
a power-law dependence of the flame speeds and widths on the
log of the density is well defined and the algorithm used to
solve the flame characteristics is more stable at higher densities.
Our resulting expressions for the density dependence on flame
speed, s, and flame width, δl , at the carbon mass fraction used
in this study (X12 = 0.4) for X22 = 0.02, 0.06 are given by

ln s = a ln ρ + b (11)

with coefficients given in Table 6.
Our derived expression for the derivative of transition density

as a function of X22 is given by

dLρDDT

dX22
= bδ,6 − bδ,2 + 3 (bs,2 − bs,6) + ln ρDDT (3as,2 − aδ,2)

ln 10 (3as,6 − aδ,6)ΔX22

− LρDDT

ΔX22

= uLρDDT + v, (12)

where u = 0.4315 and v = −6.301. We solve this first-order
differential equation and express the DDT density as a function
of X′

22:

LρDDT(X′
22) = v

u

(
eu(X′

22−X′
22,0)−1

)
+LρDDT,0e

u(X′
22−X′

22,0), (13)
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Figure 11. Analytic solution to MNSE as a function of parameterized X′
22 and

using standard error propagation to obtain the uncertainty based on the standard
deviation of the mean (dashed lines). The vertical dot-dashed line indicates
the parameter space in which this study was performed. These results were
evaluated for the fiducial transition density of 6.76×106 g cm−3 corresponding
to X′

22 = 0.03.

where X′
22,0 is the parameterized 22Ne mass fraction chosen to

be associated with the fiducial transition density, LρDDT,0. For
all the transition densities considered in this study, the interface
between the core composition and the composition of the outer
layer is at a lower density. Therefore, the relevant 22Ne content
to consider is that of the core. Plugging in Equation (13) into
Equation (5), we obtain the functional dependence of MNSE on
X′

22, such that

MNSE = MNSE(LρDDT(X′
22)). (14)

Equation (14) is evaluated and plotted in Figure 11 for the
fiducial transition density at the 22Ne mass fraction used in this
study,

LρDDT(X′
22,0 = 0.03) = LρDDT,0 = 6.83. (15)

We propagate the standard deviation of the mean evaluated at
LρDDT,0 for a range of X′

22. This is calculated by considering
the relation between the standard deviation of the mean of the
NSE mass and the standard deviation of the mean of the fitting
parameter, c, given by

σNSE = (α[LρDDT(X′
22)]2 + δLρDDT(X′

22) + 1)σc, (16)

where σNSE is the standard deviation of the mean of the NSE
mass and σc is the standard deviation of the mean in the fitting
parameter c. We evaluate σc by inverting Equation (16) and
solving for X′

22 = X′
22,0. Plugging in this solution, the standard

deviation of the mean of the NSE mass as a function of X′
22

becomes

σNSE(X′
22) = α[LρDDT(X′

22)]2 + δLρDDT(X′
22) + 1

α[LρDDT,0]2 + δLρDDT,0 + 1
σNSE,0.

(17)

5.3. 56Ni Yield Dependence on Metallicity

Now that we have constructed the functional dependence of
NSE yield on 22Ne we need to consider the dependence of
the amount of 56Ni synthesized in the explosion on metallicity
through the 22Ne content. A fractional amount of the NSE
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material is radioactive 56Ni, which powers the SN light curve.
This fraction depends on Ye (and 22Ne) as described in Timmes
et al. (2003):

M56 = f56MNSE. (18)

In order to determine the dependence of M56 on metallicity
through the DDT density, we must construct f56 and explore
any dependencies on DDT density and metallicity. From our
simulations, we calculate MNSE directly and estimate M56 from
Ye choosing the non-56Ni NSE material to be 50/50 54Fe and
58Ni by mass. Recall that X′

22 from Equation (1) contains a term,
ΔX22, which is a parameterization of the change in Ye due to
neutronization during the carbon-simmering phase. However,
not all of the neutron excess evaluated at the MNSE plateau
time comes from 22Ne or the carbon-simmering products. Some
change in Ye is due to weak reactions occurring during the
explosion that are included in our burning model (Calder et al.
2007; Townsley et al. 2007).

First, we consider the amount of non-56Ni NSE material
determined by X′

22 by equating the initial Ye to the Ye of material
in NSE. Using baryon and lepton conservation for NSE material,
we describe the electron fraction by contributions from 54Fe,
58Ni, and 56Ni

Ye = 26

54

(
1

2
fnon−56

)
+

28

58

(
1

2
fnon−56

)
+

28

56
(1 − fnon−56) ,

(19)
where fnon−56 is the mass fraction of non-56Ni NSE material.
For the following evaluation, we approximate the composition
to be that of the core because most of the NSE material is within
the core. We write the initial Ye as

Ye,i = 10

22
X′

22 +
1

2
(1 − X′

22). (20)

We can then solve for fnon−56 by equating Equations (19)
and (20) and add a term Xn to represent the additional con-
tribution due to neutronization from weak reactions occurring
during the explosion

fnon−56 = 783

308
X′

22 + Xn. (21)

Then, the 56Ni fraction of material in NSE is

f56 = 1 − 783

308
X′

22 − Xn. (22)

We note that the rate of weak reactions occurring during the
explosion may depend on the initial composition as well.
Accordingly, Xn may have a dependence on X′

22. We also expect
Xn to vary as a function of the transition density because a higher
transition density will have less time for weak reactions to occur.

We construct a statistical sample of f56 using the ratio of the
56Ni and NSE yields produced in the simulations. We calculate
the dependence of Xn on transition density using a least-squares
method and the result is shown in Figure 12. Evaluating the
partial derivative of Xn at the fiducial transition density, we find
a shallow dependence:

∂Xn

∂LρDDT

∣∣∣∣
LρDDT =LρDDT,0

= −0.096. (23)

We want to know the dependence of M56 on X22. Since
f56 depends on the neutronization from weak reactions during
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Figure 12. Fraction of non-56Ni NSE material due to weak processes (Xn)
is calculated from inverting Equation (22) and using the f56 = M56/MNSE
averaged over all realizations at each DDT density. The standard deviation of
the sample (outer) and mean (inner) are shown as error bars at each DDT density.
A quadratic best-fit line is calculated using the standard deviation of the sample.
The fiducial DDT density is shown as a black circle where Xn = 0.133.

the explosion, we must consider any dependencies of this
neutronization on DDT density or X′

22. We show that the
dependence of f56 on X′

22 via the effect of X′
22 on the in situ

neutronization is much weaker than the direct dependence due
to lepton number conservation. Similar to Equation (18), we
write

dM56

dX22
= ∂M56

∂MNSE

dMNSE

dX22
+

∂M56

∂X22
. (24)

Using Equation (18) and expanding the partial derivative of M56
on X22, we obtain

dM56

dX22
= f56

dMNSE

dX22
+ MNSE

df56

dX22
. (25)

Taking the derivative of Equation (22) and expanding on X22,
we obtain

df56

dX22
= ∂f56

∂X22
− dXn

dX22
. (26)

Now we wish to evaluate whether dXn

dX22
is an important contribu-

tion to the overall evaluation of the 56Ni mass. Expanding this
term yields

dXn

dX22
= ∂Xn

∂LρDDT

dLρDDT

dX22
+

∂Xn

∂X22
. (27)

Referring to Townsley et al. (2009), we can estimate ∂Xn

∂X22
by

calculating the average ratio of M56 to MNSE at X22 = 0, 0.02
for the first five realizations whose detonation phases were
simulated. The result is ∂Xn

∂X22
∼ −0.2. The first term in

Equation (27) can be evaluated from multiplying Equation (23)
and Equation (12) for LρDDT in the range 7.0–7.5. For the
fiducial transition density (LρDDT,0), we find

dXn

dX22
= (−0.126) (−3.35) − 0.2 ∼ 0.2. (28)

Comparing to ∂f56

∂X22
� −2.5, we find that the magnitude of dXn

dX22

is much smaller and is unimportant for our evaluation of the
dependence of the 56Ni yield on X22. Therefore, we can ignore
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Figure 13. Solution of MNSE (red) and M56 (green) computed as a function of
metallicity as compared to the 56Ni relations from Timmes et al. (2003; blue)
and Bravo et al. (2010; magenta) normalized to the average 56Ni yield from our
simulations. The dashed lines show the propagated standard deviation of the
mean. The vertical dot-dashed line indicates the parameter space in which this
study was performed. These results were evaluated with a fiducial transition
density of 6.76 × 106 g cm−3 at Z = 1.4 Z�.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

this term in the expansion of df56

dX22
in Equation (26) and let

dXn

dX22
∼ 0. The full derivative of f56 with respect to X22 can now

be written as a partial derivative such that

dM56

dX22
= f56

dMNSE

dX22
+ MNSE

∂f56

∂X22
. (29)

While we approximate Xn as constant, we choose to evaluate
it at LρDDT,0 using the best-fit curve from Figure 12 obtaining
Xn = 0.133. Now we can relate the metallicity to 22Ne
since X22 traces metallicity (Timmes et al. 2003). Substituting
X22 = 0.014(Z/Z�) in Equation (1), we obtain

X′
22 = 0.014

(
Z

Z�

)
+ ΔX22(ΔYe), (30)

where ΔX22 = 0.01 for this study and X′
22 is our parameteriza-

tion of the actual 22Ne mass fraction, X22. The 56Ni yield as a
function of X′

22 is calculated by multiplying Equation (22) by
Equation (14) and using Xn = 0.133. The 56Ni yield is plotted
in Figure 13 using Equation (30) to relate X′

22 to Z/Z�.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have analyzed the influence of the DDT density on
the total 56Ni synthesized during thermonuclear SNe. We
determined that the dependence on DDT density is quadratic
in nature, but this dependence can be described by a single
parameter. We estimated the dependence of the SN brightness
(56Ni yield) on metallicity by assuming a DDT occurs when the
flame enters the distributed burning regime and extrapolating
the laminar flame speeds and widths down to low densities. We
find

dM56

d(Z/Z�)

∣∣∣∣
Z =Z�

= −0.067 ± 0.004 M�, (31)

which is slightly steeper than Timmes et al. (2003) as seen
in Figure 13. The uncertainty was calculated using the standard
deviation of the mean of the fitting parameter c—or equivalently,

the standard deviation of the mean of the NSE yield at a
particular DDT density. The uncertainty in the assumptions
about the normalization of the transition density as a function
of X′

22 was not considered for the purpose of evaluating the
uncertainty in the derivative. We find the effect of metallicity
on DDT density influences the production of NSE material;
however, the ratio of the 56Ni yield to the overall NSE yield does
not change as significantly and remains similar to the relation
estimated from approximate lepton number conservation. We
also find that the scatter in SN brightness increases with
decreasing transition density.

The very recent work of Bravo et al. (2010) on metallicity
as a source of dispersion in the luminosity–width relationship
of bolometric light curves addresses many of the same issues
as our study and warrants discussion. In particular, Bravo et al.
(2010) derive a metallicity dependence on the DDT density
similarly to our study. However, the DDT density in their one-
dimensional simulations is very different from the DDT density
in ours. The principal difference between the work described in
this manuscript and that of Bravo et al. (2010) follows from the
use of multidimensional simulations. While three-dimensional
simulations are required to correctly capture the effects of fluid
dynamics and the RT instability, two-dimensional simulations
incorporate these effects and relax the assumption of symmetry.
Breaking the symmetry and assuming that a DDT initiates as
a rising plume approaches ρDDT produce an expansion history
very different from what would be observed in one-dimensional
simulations. In fact, using one-dimensional simulations implies
that ρDDT plays an unphysical role. The real physical description
of the DDT in an SN Ia will depend on flame–turbulence
interactions that will themselves depend on multidimensional
effects in the flow. One-dimensional models may be able to
capture these effects, but such models must be motivated by
more physical multidimensional studies.

In addition, our statistical framework with realizations from
randomized initial conditions allows calculation of the scatter
inherent in the multidimensional models. The standard devi-
ations calculated for our models averaged over a set of real-
izations demonstrate that there can be considerable variation
following from the randomized initial conditions. These varia-
tions follow from the different amounts of expansion occurring
during the deflagration phase that follow from the different ris-
ing plume morphologies. In one-dimensional models, even with
the progenitor metallicity determining ρDDT, there is a one-to-
one correspondence between expansion and ρDDT for a given
progenitor.

Bravo et al. (2010) explored two scenarios, a linear and a
nonlinear dependence of the 56Ni yield on Z, and report excellent
agreement between the nonlinear scenario and observations
reported by Gallagher et al. (2008) with the caveat that they
used one-dimensional models to arrive at their conclusion.
Without comparing results involving the metallicity dependence
on ρDDT, Bravo et al. (2010) find a stronger dependence of the
56Ni synthesized from incomplete Si burning on Z than 56Ni
coming from NSE material. We find a shallower dependence
of the 56Ni yield on Z than Bravo et al. (2010) in part due
to our assumption that 56Ni is synthesized as a fraction of
NSE material; however, comparing their stratified models to the
Timmes et al. (2003) relation results in only a ∼20% difference
in the dependence of 56Ni yield on Z. This effect is compounded
in their “nonlinear” scenario, but again, we must emphasize that
ρDDT plays a completely unphysical role in their simulations
and the degree to which this effect is actually enhanced is
unknown.
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The light curve width calculations and subsequent population
synthesis performed by Bravo et al. (2010) after finding a
dependence of the 56Ni yield on metallicity are useful in
estimating a metallicity dependence in the Hubble residual. For
this purpose, we compare the results of the nonlinear scenario
of Bravo et al. (2010) to our study along with the expected
dependence due to lepton number conservation (Timmes et al.
2003) in Figure 13. Bravo et al. (2010) find an ∼30% steeper
dependence of the 56Ni yield on Z/Z� evaluated at Z = 1Z�
than our result in Equation (31). In addition, they find that
for high Z the 56Ni yield tends to flatten out becoming more
similar to our results. For a particular subrange of metallicites,
our results are very similar indicating that by performing the
same analysis as Bravo et al. (2010) our results should also
agree with the metallicity dependence found by Gallagher et al.
(2008).

This similarity depends on the choice of mean 56Ni yield as
both Timmes et al. (2003) and Bravo et al. (2010) relations are
proportional to this quantity. This implies that the steepness of
the relations is affected by the choice of mean 56Ni yield. Our
results are not sensitive to this choice. Choosing a higher fiducial
DDT density of 107 g cm−3 that results in a higher mean 56Ni
yield of 0.77 M� increases Equation (31) by only 0.005 M�. We
see less dependence on the mean 56Ni yield because, although
we have a similar dependence on X22 due to lepton number
conservation, the dependence of the yield on LρDDT is stronger
at lower fiducial LρDDT,0, as shown in previous sections. This
effect is not captured in a simple proportionality relation like
that quoted by Bravo et al. (2010), even if this effect is present
in their calculations.

It has been discussed whether the source of scatter in peak
brightness itself can be attributed to metallicity (Timmes et al.
2003; Howell et al. 2009; Bravo et al. 2010). We submit that
multidimensional effects following from fluid instabilities dur-
ing the deflagration phase leading to varying amounts of expan-
sion provide scatter consistent with observations. The influence
of metallicity on the DDT density affects the duration of the
deflagration which will secondarily influence the magnitude of
the scatter. Our results show that the primary parameter is the
degree of (pre-)expansion before DDT—which determines the
amount of mass at high density. This is, in turn, controlled by
both the expansion rate and the plume rise time. These are also
expected to be the basic ingredients in reality.

While our study is consistent with the expected theoretical
brightness trend with metallicity (Timmes et al. 2003), obser-
vations to date have not been able to confirm this prediction
(Gallagher et al. 2005, 2008; Howell et al. 2009). The pro-
genitor age is difficult to decouple from metallicity given the
mass–metallicity relationship within galaxy types (Gallagher
et al. 2008). Additionally, the dependence of mean bright-
ness of SNe Ia on the age of the parent stellar population ap-
pears to be much stronger than any dependence on metallicity
(Gallagher et al. 2008; Howell et al. 2009). Seemingly, the only
way to observe a dependence on metallicity is to constrain the
mean stellar age by selecting galaxies of the same type. This
approach was used by Gallagher et al. (2008), but the difficul-
ties in accurately measuring metallicities for the parent stellar
population have only constrained the magnitude of the effect on
mean brightness, but thus far have not proved that a metallicity
effect exists.

In order to determine the dependence of SN brightness (56Ni
yield) on metallicity, a better understanding of how the transition
density is affected by changes in the 22Ne content is needed.

Currently, we have extrapolated data from Chamulak et al.
(2007) down to the range of expected transition densities using
flame data from densities above 108 g cm−3. The trend observed
by Chamulak et al. (2007) that increasing X22 increases the
laminar flame speed is valid for densities above 108 g cm−3;
however, it is unclear if this trend will hold for densities below
107 g cm−3. Direct numerical simulations of the flame are
needed for these lower densities to determine whether this trend
still holds. However, in this parameter space, the laminar flame
is extremely slow requiring a low-Mach-number treatment to
model the flow. Regardless of the choice of model for the
mechanism that produces a spontaneous detonation, a necessary
condition is thought to be distributed burning. Properties of the
laminar flame are necessary to estimate when burning becomes
distributed. Future studies exploring other DDT mechanisms
must also determine their compositional dependencies. So far,
we have only explored the effect of varying the 22Ne content
directly (Townsley et al. 2009) and indirectly through the
DDT density. Other effects exist that we have yet to study
such as the carbon composition and flame ignition density
(set by the average progenitor age). These properties may be
influenced by metallicity such that the net effect on mean
brightness is negligible. Additionally, if our assumptions about
the dependence of DDT density on metallicity are incorrect and
further studies indicate the opposite trend, the metallicity effect
on DDT density could negate the effect due to lepton number
conservation.

This study stresses the importance of multidimensional ef-
fects, but has provided evidence of the limitations of two-
dimensional simulations of SNe. In the immediate future, we
plan to perform three-dimensional simulations for better real-
ism. In reality, we might expect a two-parameter family in which
the morphology of the dominant RT plume is independent of
the rate of expansion; however, for our two-dimensional simu-
lations, these two effects appear to be correlated by the choice
of cylindrical geometry. A plume developing along the symme-
try axis is like three-dimensional RT compared to one near the
equator, which is more like two-dimensional RT, and the latter
is weaker (slower to develop). In addition to developing faster,
plumes near the symmetry axis represent less volume and, there-
fore, expand the star less. A fast rising plume combined with a
slow rate of expansion indicates there will be a shallow depen-
dence on DDT density (since the plume will move through the
various DDT densities faster and with less expansion). This re-
sult may also depend on our choice that DDT conditions are met
at the tops of rising plumes. For these reasons, three-dimensional
studies are necessary to ascertain whether there is a physically
motivated correlation between the dominant plume morphology
and the rate of expansion and whether this correlation depends
on the choice of location of the DDT. In transitioning to three-
dimensional simulations, we expect the growth of many more
plumes; however, the rate of expansion will likely not exceed
that found in two dimensions. Because RT develops faster in
three dimensions, the conditions for DDT will be met sooner
leading to less overall expansion of the star and more mass
at high density at the first DDT time. Therefore, we expect
three-dimensional results similar to the higher yielding two-
dimensional realizations with a shallower dependence on DDT
density. In any case, this study indicates that it is possible to
determine the susceptibility of a particular model to a change of
DDT density (and, hence, a change in the composition which al-
ters the microphysics that set the DDT density). Once the plume
morphology has been established several tenths of seconds into
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the simulated explosion, it should be possible to estimate the
total 56Ni yield to fairly high accuracy given DDT conditions.
However, the treatment of turbulent flame properties may be
important.
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Chapter 4

Turbulence–Flame Interaction Model
for Astrophysical Flames

The need to realistically address the early flame evolution in the presence of a strong
convection field motivated the development of a turbulence–flame interaction (TFI) model
to account for under-resolved TFI [69]. Previous two-dimensional (2D) simulations have
provided incredible insight into the explosion mechanism and possible systematic effects [94,
99, 164]; however, the ignition conditions that serve as the basis of these investigations
have not previously been explored. 3D simulations are required to explore the evolution
of the early flame, as turbulence is only captured correctly in 3D. Previous treatment of
turbulent combustion has mainly tried to account for the RT instability [118, 165], and direct
interaction with local turbulence has been considered only recently [166, 167].

Schmidt et al. [166, 167] developed a TFI sub-grid scale (SGS) model, but some features of
their method are troubling. SGS turbulence energy is, in part, determined by the diffusion-
gradient mechanism, which they have shown does not accurately calculate the direction
of turbulence diffusion. The worry is that a considerable amount of turbulent energy is
generated behind the flame, which may then “diffuse” into the flame-front, and the direction
of propagation of the turbulent flame may be determined by the erroneous gradient-diffusion
method, rather than the direction normal to the flame brush.

In the following work, I pull from several models used in terrestrial turbulent combustion
modeling [168, 169], and apply them to the astrophysical regime. The result of this work is
a TFI model provides a local, instantaneous measure of the SGS turbulent intensity, which
is used to estimate the wrinkling of flame surface on unresolved scales that serves to increase
the burning rate. The flame model used for this work described in was developed by myself,
Dean Townsley, and Alan Calder [99, 116, 117, 164]. I lead the investigation of this work
and made all decisions related to the implementation of the TFI model. I performed all
simulations and analyzed all results.

This work has been submitted to The Astrophysical Journal for publication.
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ABSTRACT
We extend a model for turbulence–flame interactions (TFI) toconsider astrophysical flames with a particular

focus on combustion in type Ia supernovae. The inertial range of the turbulent cascade is often under-resolved
in simulations of astrophysical flows requiring the use of a model to account for physical processes occurring on
sub-grid scales. We provide implementation details to extend a well-tested TFI model to low-Prandtl number
flames for use in the compressible hydrodynamics codeFLASH. A local, instantaneous measure of the turbulent
velocity is calibrated forFLASH and verification tests are provided. Particular care is taken to consider the
relation between the sub-grid rms turbulent velocity and the turbulent flame speed, especially for high-intensity
turbulence where the turbulent flame speed is not expected toscale with the turbulent velocity.
Subject headings: hydrodynamics—nuclear reactions, nucleosynthesis, abundances—supernovae: general—

white dwarfs

1. INTRODUCTION

Type Ia supernovae (SNe) are bright stellar explosions that
are characterized by strong P Cygni features in Si and by a
lack of hydrogen in their spectra. It is generally accepted
that these events follow from the thermonuclear incineration
of a degenerate stellar core known as a white dwarf (WD) that
produces∼ 0.6 M⊙ of radioactive56Ni, the decay of which
powers the light curve (see Filippenko 1997; Hillebrandt &
Niemeyer 2000; Röpke 2006, and references therein for an
overview). The light curves of SNe Ia have the property that
the brightness of an event is correlated with its duration. This
“brighter is broader” relation (Phillips 1993) is the basisfor
light curve calibration that allows use of these events as dis-
tance indicators for cosmological studies (see Conley et al.
2011 for a contemporary example).

While there is agreement on the general properties of ther-
monuclear SN, the progenitors of these events are not defini-
tively known and their determination is the subject of ac-
tive research. The possible progenitor systems are gener-
ally divided into two categories: single-degenerate (SD; Whe-
lan & Iben 1973; Nomoto 1982b; Iben & Tutukov 1984)
and double-degenerate (DD; Iben & Tutukov 1984; Webbink
1984) (i. e., a binary system composed of either one WD or
two). In the SD scenario, a12C-16O WD accretes material
from a main sequence or red giant companion. Either the
WD accretes material from its companion until it approaches
the Chandrasekhar mass (Mch) sufficiently heating the core
to fuse C and begin the thermonuclear runaway (Woosley
et al. 2007a) or a layer of He detonates on the surface of
a sub-Mch WD driving a compression wave into the core
sufficiently strong to trigger a second detonation (“double-
detonation”; Livne 1990). In the DD scenario, two WD’s
merge via gravitational radiation within a Hubble time. The
less massive WD will be tidally disrupted and accreted onto
the primary. As long as the accretion rate is not too high to
ignite C at the edge (Saio & Nomoto 1985, 1998, 2004), it is
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possible for the primary to gain enough mass to approachMch
and explode as a SN Ia via the same explosion mechanism as
theMch-WD in the SD channel (Yoon et al. 2007). Addition-
ally, Pakmor et al. (2010, 2011) recently showed that under
certain conditions, the merger is violent enough such that C
ignition at the edge launches a detonation into the primary
WD leading to a sub-luminous, super-Mch SNe Ia.

Chandrasekhar-mass progenitor models have been widely
accepted as the “standard” progenitor of SNe Ia, although
the debate between the SD vs. DD channel is still very ac-
tive. One-dimensional delayed detonation models have suc-
cessfully reproduced many observed features that agree with
“normal” SNe Ia (Höflich & Khokhlov 1996). Detonation-
only models have been ruled out due to the over-production of
56Ni (Nomoto 1982a; Nomoto et al. 1984) and deflagration-
only models cannot account for brighter SNe Ia (Röpke
et al. 2007). A delayed detonation mechanism best agrees
with many observations of multi-band light curve shapes,
nucleosynthetic yields, spectral evolution, and SN rem-
nants (Höflich & Khokhlov 1996; Badenes et al. 2003; Kasen
2006; Kasen & Woosley 2007; Woosley et al. 2007b). This
mechanism implies a phase of subsonic burning in which the
star may respond to thermonuclear burning and expand before
a detonation, or supersonic reaction wave, is somehow initi-
ated to burn any remaining fuel on timescales much shorter
than the dynamical timescale of the explosion. The stan-
dard delayed-detonation model is the so-called deflagration-
to-detonation transition (DDT) scenario (Khokhlov 1991);
however, the gravitationally-confined detonation (Plewa et al.
2004) and pulsating reverse detonation (Bravo & García-Senz
2006) scenarios have also been explored.

Thermonuclear flames for compositions, densities, and
temperatures characteristic of the C-O WD near conditions
for explosive C-burning are spatially thin owing to the ex-
treme temperature dependence of the driving reaction,12C+
12C (Timmes & Woosley 1992). A common computational
challenge in modeling astrophysical explosions is that typ-
ically the physics of combustion is characterized on length
scales well below that accessible in simulations that resolve
the macroscopic explosive event. In the context of SNe Ia,
combustion initially proceeds subsonically driven by the nu-
clear fusion of carbon. The flame width of a laminar carbon
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Figure 1. Iso-surface of the reaction progress variable atφ = {0.1,0.5,0.9}.
The volume rendering indicates the turbulent strength withstronger turbu-
lence in orange and weaker in blue. An initially laminar flamepropagating
at 10 kms−1 interacts with decaying turbulence with an initial rms velocity of
100 kms−1.

flame at the densities relevant in the WD is. 10−1 cm, while
the WD diameter is∼ 108 cm. The range of length scales in-
volved in the calculation necessitates the use of a model flame
that is resolvable by the computational domain.

Within the standard Chandrasekhar-mass models of SNe Ia,
the rising temperature in the core allows carbon fusion before
collapse. However, the energy generated from carbon fusion
is carried away by convection and a thermonuclear flame is
not born for yet another∼ 103 yr. By the time the energy
generation rate exceeds the combined cooling rate from con-
vection and free-streaming neutrinos, the convective region
within the core of the WD encompasses∼ 0.8− 1.0 M⊙ with
a root-mean-squared velocityvrms∼ 300 kms−1 (Zingale et al.
2009). While the character of this flow is still the subject of
active research, it is clear the flow will strongly influence the
subsequent thermonuclear flame.

The Reynolds number (Re) characteristic of a degener-
ate WD is practically infinite (∼ 1014), which implies that
ℓt ≫ ηk, whereℓt is the integral scale of the turbulent cas-
cade andηk is the dissipation scale due to electron-ion colli-
sions (Woosley et al. 2009). In fact,ηk is typically smaller
than the laminar flame width. In order to study the evolu-
tion of the early flame, it is necessary to not only to use a
model flame, but also a model for unresolved turbulence. Ad-
ditionally, the model flame should respond correctly to the
modeled turbulence. Collectively, these models are known
as turbulence–flame interaction (TFI) models. Figure 1 qual-
itatively shows TFI with the flame front being wrinkled by
turbulence, increasing the burning surface area.

In addition to turbulence, the Rayleigh–Taylor (RT) and
Kelvin–Helmholtz (KH) instabilities play an important role
in generating flame surface in SNe Ia. The inclusion of their
combined effects into a model for under-resolved turbulent
combustion is a difficult problem (Khokhlov 1995; Schmidt
et al. 2006b; Townsley et al. 2008) that we will not address in
this work. This is partly due to the desire to assume homoge-
neous, isotropic turbulence, which is well described by Kol-
mogorov turbulence theory (Kolmogorov 1941). The inclu-
sion of the RT instability breaks the assumption of isotropy,
and greatly increases the complexity of the theoretical model.

Schmidt et al. (2006a, hereafter SNH) recently developed a
sub-grid scale (SGS) model to account for under-resolved TFI

and applied it to SNe Ia with the inclusion of under-resolved
RT-modes in Schmidt et al. (2006b, hereafter SNHR). Part
of the motivation for the present study is out of concern of
some results in SNH and SNHR. SNH have shown that their
method of computing the diffusion of SGS turbulent energy
via gradient-diffusion yields an incorrect estimate of thedi-
rection of the diffusive flux. Following SNH, Equation (77),
the constructed closure parameter underestimates the magni-
tude of the diffusive flux by an order of magnitude, which
because of the dot product, indicates the direction of diffu-
sive flux predicted by gradient-diffusion is different fromthe
true direction. In order to use the gradient-diffusion method,
SNH must choose between correctly estimating the direction
of diffusive flux or correctly estimating the magnitude. By
increasing the value of the closure parameter, they choose to
accurately estimate the magnitude, but this choice resultsin
a turbulent kinetic Prandtl number of order 10. From SNHR,
Figures 4–6, the magnitude of SGS turbulent energy due to
diffusion is comparable to production, and production occurs
mostly in the ash behind the flame. Our concern is that the
direction of gradient-diffusion is computed to generally align
with the direction of flame propagation (since turbulence is
generated behind the flame front), and the spread of the flame
is dominated by turbulence diffusing from behind the flame to
the flame front.

Additionally, SNH assume the interaction between the
flame front and turbulence is scale invariant (Pocheau 1994).
However, for high-intensity turbulent combustion, the turbu-
lent flame speed has not been observed to scale with the turbu-
lent intensity (Abdel-Gayed & Bradley 1981). The approxi-
mation of scale invariance for TFI in degenerate WDs is good
near the core where the density is high and the ratio of tur-
bulent intensity to the laminar flame speed is relatively low;
however, as the flame propagates to lower densities and ap-
proaches conditions predicted for DDT, this approximationis
no longer valid. The impact of this approximation on the ex-
plosion outcome is not yet known but should be explored.

In this work, we describe an alternative method to enhance
the laminar front propagation speed of our model flame. This
method is composed of two parts: measuring the SGS turbu-
lent intensity and estimating the turbulent flame speed from
the turbulent intensity. We utilize an instantaneous, local mea-
sure of the SGS turbulent intensity from the resolved fluid
flow. In Section 2, we briefly discuss differences in cur-
rent flame modeling approaches. In Section 3, we describe
the implementation details of the method used to measure
resolved turbulence following Colin et al. (2000, hereafter
CVDP) and calibrate the operator to theFLASH code. In
Section 4, we describe the assumptions made to implement a
sub-grid scale TFI model developed by Charlette et al. (2002,
hereafter CMV) that follows a sub-grid flame surface density
approach. The TFI model provides a turbulent front propaga-
tion speed given the local turbulent intensity. In Section 5, we
provide simple test problems to verify our scheme behaves as
expected. In Section 6, we provide direction for expanding
the model to new regimes of validity in future works.

2. BACKGROUND ON FLAME MODELING

Several approaches have been used to model flames, all of
which will not be discussed here. Instead we focus the dis-
cussion towards the differences between artificially thickened
flames and flame front tracking methods. Artificially thick-
ened flames model the combustion as one might in a direct
numerical simulation (DNS) with “simple chemistry” using
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an Arrhenius law, except that the molecular and thermal dif-
fusivities are increased by a thickening factor, such that the
real flame structure is resolved on the computational domain.
On the other hand, flame front tracking methods such as the
G-equation (Schmidt et al. 2006a) and advection-reaction-
diffusion (ARD or ADR) equation (Khokhlov 1995), do not
retain information about the flame structure.

The thickened flame approach has the advantage of incor-
porating various phenomena naturally, such as effects due to
flame curvature and stretch, by using the Arrhenius law. This
is due to the fact that the flame structure is retained, includ-
ing the pre-heat zone and the reaction zone. This structure
is especially important for astrophysical flames in which the
Lewis number (Le) is nearly infinite,i. e., thermal diffusion
dominates over species diffusion. This approach works well
when the thickening factor is a few, such that not much flame
structure can hide on unresolved scales; however, for large
thickening factors, it is not obvious that the thickened flame
structure represents the average behavior of the flame on un-
resolved scales.

For our simulations of SNe Ia inFLASH, the laminar flame
width is under-resolved by a factor ranging 106 − 1010. In
this case, we do not necessarily expect the model flame struc-
ture to behave the same way as the real physical flame. In-
stead, we use an ADR equation to define an implicit interface
to the flame front, with the reaction and diffusion terms de-
termined dynamically to provide a desired front-propagation
speed and interface width (see Khokhlov 1995; Vladimirova
et al. 2006; Townsley et al. 2007, 2009). Rather than having
a peaked energy-generation rate in the reaction zone as with
the Arrhenius law, the energy generated from combustion is
smoothly distributed over the interface. This approach has
the advantage of producing an acoustically quiet flame front,
a feature not necessarily shared with theG-equation. Addi-
tionally, the energy release is entirely dominated by species
diffusion rather than thermal diffusion; however, it is impor-
tant to note that the ADR scheme is not intended to represent
physical flame structure. A model is required to inform the
ADR flame how fast to propagate given local conditions such
as the local thermodynamic quantities, composition, and tur-
bulent intensity.

3. MEASURING UNRESOLVED TURBULENCE

We want to measure resolved turbulent motions that are not
caused by the expansion of material as it is burned. This
component of turbulence can be argued to exist ahead of a
propagating burning front such that it wrinkles the front and
influences the local burning rate. CVDP describe a finite-
difference operator “OP2” to measure resolved turbulence
with the expanding velocity component filtered out

OP2 (u) = (h∆x)
3
∣∣∇×(

∇2u
)∣∣ , (1)

u′
∆ =ch

2OP2 (u) , (2)

wherech
2 is a calibrated constant,h is the index of the stride in

the finite difference scheme, and∆x is the grid spacing. The
constantch

2 is determined by requiring that the kinetic energy
of the turbulent velocity measured be equal to the kinetic en-
ergy contained in the turbulent cascade between∆ and the
physical dissipation scale (ηk). Because the dissipation range
of resolved turbulent flows begins well above the grid scale,
the length scale∆ associated with the turbulence operator typ-
ically lies within the dissipation range, where∆ depends onh

and∆x. Therefore,ch
2 serves to correct for the effects of nu-

merical dissipation. This formulation allows some flexibility
in ∆ by choosing different values for the integer strideh. In
general,ch

2 will depend on the choice ofh and the numerical
method used to evaluate Equation (1) (see Sytine et al. 2000
for more details about numerical dissipation with PPM). We
use a fourth-order finite central difference with

∂ f
∂x

=
fi−2h − 8 fi−h + 8 fi+h − fi+2h

12h∆x
(3)

∂2 f
∂x2

=
− fi−2h + 16fi−h − 30fi + 16fi+h − fi+2h

12h2∆2
x

. (4)

For this particular implementation, the length scale associated
with the turbulence operator is approximated by∆ = 4h∆x,
because the turbulence measured in a particular cell uses ve-
locity information from cells up to 4h cells away.

For FLASH, we calibratech
2 using a Kolmogorov turbu-

lence cascade generated by driving fluid motions on large
scales. We drive turbulence in a triply-periodic Cartesian
box with varying resolutions for 1.5 eddy-turnover times (τe),
where τe = L/vrms, L = 15 km is the size of the box, and
vrms is the root-mean-squared velocity of the resolved flow.
We follow the simulation setupStirTurb distributed with
FLASH (Fisher et al. 2008), except that we use a degenerate
equation of state, the same as that used for our simulations of
SNe Ia, withρ = 7.3× 107 gcm−3 andT = 4.3× 109 K. We
drive the turbulence at a scaleL/3 with an energy to achieve
vrms ≈ 0.1cs, wherecs ≈ 6× 103 kms−1 is the sound speed.
The turbulence cascade for all simulations converge to a sin-
gle steady-state profile in phase space byt = 1.5τe. Because
we want to correct for numerical dissipation, we construct an
idealized energy cascade that follows the well-known−5/3
power law for homogeneous and isotropic turbulence,i. e.,
E(k) = Ak−5/3ergscmg−1, wherek is the norm of the vector
wavenumber andA is a proportionality constant. This energy
function represents the turbulence we would expect if we had
infinite resolution (and no numerical dissipation). We solve
for A by realizing that integrating over the energy function
from the integral scale (ℓt) to ηk is equal to the kinetic energy
per unit mass

∫ 2π/ηk

2π/ℓt

E(k)dk =
1
2

v2
rms, (5)

whereℓt = L/3, the scale at which turbulence is driven. For
the astrophysical flows of interest, Re∼ 1014 such thatηk ≪ ℓt
and the upper bound of the integrand goes to infinity. Then,
definingkdrive = 2π/ℓt, A becomes

A =
1
3

v2
rmsk

2/3
drive, (6)

We wantu′
∆ to represent the turbulent energy on unresolved

scales (ESGS), so instead of integrating from the driving scale,
we integrate from the wave number corresponding to the
length scale associated with the turbulence operator,k∆ =
2π/∆

ESGS=
∫ ∞

k∆

E(k)dk =
3
2

Ak−2/3
∆ . (7)

The calibration constant is then derived from the desire for
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Figure 2. The spectral energy content for four different resolutionsthat range
128–1024 computational cells along one dimension are shownas a function
of wave number in units ofkmin = 2π/L. The open points showE (k = k∆),
the energy contained in the length scale∆ (for different integer stridesh), as
inferred from the turbulence operator (see text for details). The dashed line is
computed fromE(k) = Ak−5/3 and Equation (6) showing the expected−5/3
power-law. Because each resolution results in a slightly different calibration
for ch

2, we choose one representative value (provided in Table 1) and show the
error in the turbulent intensity with filled points associated with the second
y-axis using Equation (9).

u′
∆

2 = 2ESGS

(c2)2 =
2ESGS〈

OP2 (u)2〉 =
v2

rms〈
OP2 (u)2〉

(
kdrive

k∆

)2/3

. (8)

Figure 2 shows the spectral energy content for four differ-
ent resolutions that range 128–1024 computational cells along
one dimension. The energy spectra are computed by taking
the Fourier transform of the velocity field and binning en-

ergy in spherical shells of wavenumberk =
√

k2
x + k2

y + k2
z . The

Fourier transforms are computed using the publicly available
FFTW routines, with a normalization of 1/

√
N whereN is

the product of the number of cells in each direction. From
the energy spectrum, the driving scale can be discerned as
kdrive = 3kmin, as specified in the simulation. The dashed line
is computed fromE(k) = Ak−5/3 and Equation (6) withvrms
from the 1024-resolution simulation. The open points show
what the turbulent operator infers the energy to be at a par-
ticular wavenumber, whereE(k) = 2ESGS/3k. Because each
resolution results in a slightly different calibration forch

2 pro-
vided in Table 1, we choose one representative value and show
the error in the turbulent intensity with filled points associated
with the second y-axis, where the error is given by

% err
(
u′
∆

)
=

abs
(
u′
∆ −

√
2ESGS

)
√

2ESGS
×100, (9)

which reduces to

% err
(
u′
∆

)
= abs

(
c2

c2,N
− 1

)
×100. (10)

4. TURBULENCE–FLAME INTERACTION MODEL

A turbulence–flame interaction (TFI) model estimates the
turbulent flame speed from the characteristics of the turbulent
cascade and the laminar flame. For the TFI models discussed

Table 1
Calibrated Constantsch

2 for Varying ResolutionsN

N 128 256 512 1024 c2

h = 1 0.688159 0.786560 0.919036 0.972137 0.9
h = 2 0.243039 0.267279 0.300725 0.310929 0.3

in this work, we limit our analysis to combustion regimes in
which the flame is a well-defined concept.

4.1. Model Construction and Comparison

We implement a few models based on CVDP and CMV,
finally deciding that CMV is most appropriate for simula-
tions of SNe Ia withFLASH. While we summarize the ap-
proaches here, see CVDP and CMV for a full description.
CVDP specifically investigate a model applicable to artifi-
cially thickened flames. Using direct numerical simulations
(DNS) of single flame–vortex interactions, they investigate
the efficiency of the vortex to wrinkle the flame when the ratio
of the vortex size (r) to laminar flame width and ratio of the
vortex velocity (v′) to the laminar flame speed varies. A sub-
grid scale model is constructed by calculating the effective
strain rate on the flame by integrating the efficiency of single
flame–vortex interactions (computed from DNS) through the
unresolved inertial range of the turbulent cascade. In addi-
tion, CVDP attempt to account for inefficient wrinkling of the
artificially thickened flame by resolved turbulence. The tur-
bulent enhancement to the laminar flame speed is taken to be
the ratio of wrinkling factors between the thickened flame and
physical flame. Because of this construction, the wrinkling
factors must be normalized to reproduce the limiting behavior
of Damköhler scaling,i. e., the turbulent flame speed scales
with the turbulent intensity (st ∝ u′). This normalization re-
quires integral scale quantities to be known, such as the inte-
gral scale (ℓt), turbulent intensity (u′), and Reynolds number
(Re).

CMV point out that methods used to measure turbulence on
scales larger than the artificially thickened flame are impracti-
cal in most simulation codes. In practice, the length scale used
to measure turbulence is approximately the same as the length
scale used to resolve the thickened flame. Therefore, CMV
neglect inefficient wrinkling of the artificially thickenedflame
and focus on modeling the wrinkling of the unresolved phys-
ical flame. They apply the techniques described by CVDP to
a flame that is fractal in nature, where there is a defined inner
and outer length scale associated to the structure, but where
the fractal dimension could depend on other local properties.
CMV postulate that the inner length scale is the inverse mean
curvature of the flame, which they solve for directly using
the flame surface density balance equation and the hypothesis
that flame surface destruction and production are in equilib-
rium on unresolved scales. This construction requires only
grid-scale quantities to be known since normalization is not
required. The only stipulation to recover Damköhler scaling
is that, in this limit, the fractal dimension of the flame should
beD = 7/3.

4.2. Application to Astrophysical Flames

In order to apply these models to flames in SNe Ia, we must
revisit assumptions and model choices that may be differentin
an astrophysical context. In particular, we consider a different
normalization for the parameterα in CVDP used to recover
Damköhler scaling. To implement CMV, we recalculate nu-
merical integrals with a dependence on the Prandtl number
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(Pr) and confirm fitting functions developed for Pr∼ 1 also
apply to low-Pr flames.

In CVDP, the enhancement to the laminar flame speed is
given by the ratio of the wrinkling factor for the thin flame to
the wrinkling factor for the thick flame,E =Ξ0/Ξ1. Here, the
superscript 0 refers to the real physical “thin” flame, and the
superscript 1 refers to the model “thick” flame. The wrinkling
factor is given by equating sub-grid flame surface production
from turbulent wrinkling to subgrid flame surface destruction
by propagation and diffusion from the subgrid flame surface
density balance equation in CVDP, Equation (18):

Ξ≈ 1+α
∆

s0
l

〈aT 〉s , (11)

whereα is a model constant,∆ is the length scale associated
with the turbulence operator, and〈aT 〉s is the effective strain
rate averaged over the flame surface on subgrid scales. The
effective strain rate is given by CVDP, Equation (24) calcu-
lated by integrating turbulent motions over the inertial range
by an efficiency function derived from DNS calculations:

〈aT 〉s =
cms

ln (2)

∫

scales
C

(
r

δ1
l

,
v′

s0
l

)
v′

r
d

[
ln

(
ℓt

r

)]
, (12)

where cms is a constant determined from DNS calcula-
tions (Yeung et al. 1990) ands0

l refers to the unstrained
laminar flame speed (superscript 0 referring to unstrained).
In order to evaluate the limiting case of Damköhler scaling
(Ξ ≈ 1+ u′/s0

l ), a simple Heaviside efficiency function is in-
troduced with a cut-off scaleδc

l , such thatC = 0 for r < δc
l

andC = 1 for r > δc
l . In this case, the integral can be solved

analytically with the caveat thatδc
l ≥ ηk:

α = β
2ln(2)
3cms

[(
ℓt

δc
l

)2/3

− 1

]−1

, (13)

whereβ is a model constant of order unity. We describe two
procedures to calculateα that lead to two different models.

4.3. Full Inertial Range Model

CVDP argue Damköhler scaling is achieved only when the
flame front is wrinkled byall turbulent motions in the inertial
range, fromηk to ℓt . This hypothesis defines the model we
call the “Full Inertial Range” (FIR) model. For astrophysical
flames, typicallyηk ≪ δ0

l , which means thatα will be rela-
tively small, and the model will not predict much enhance-
ment.

CVDP letδc
l = ηk to evaluateα in Equation (13). Whenδc

l =

ηk,
(
ℓt/δ

c
l

)2/3
= Re1/2. Here, the evaluation of Re becomes

important, where Re =ℓtu′/ν, and integral scale quantities are
necessary. We prefer to write Re in terms of the ratiosu′

∆/s0
l

and∆/δ0
l

Re∆ =
u′
∆

s0
l

∆

δ0
l

s0
l δ

0
l

ν
=

u′
∆

s0
l

∆

δ0
l

Pr−1, (14)

wheres0
l ≈

√
κ/τr andδ0

l ≈√
κτr, such thats0

l δ
0
l = κ, where

κ is the thermal diffusion coefficient andτr is the reaction
timescale. Then, Pr =ν/κ. Here,δ0

l refers to the physical
laminar flame width; whereas,δ1

l will refer to the model flame
width. Re at the integral scale can be evaluated with∆ = ℓt.
For terrestrial flames, Pr∼ 1 with CVDP choosing Pr = 1/4;

however, astrophysical flames characteristic for a degenerate
WD have Pr as low as 10−5 (Nandkumar & Pethick 1984;
Niemeyer & Kerstein 1997; Kerstein 2001). In our simula-
tions, integral scale quantities are not easily accessibleand
it’s useful to solve forα at the scale∆ such that

Ξ∆ = 1+α
∆

s0
l

〈aT 〉s = 1+β
u′
∆

s0
l

. (15)

This means that the turbulent flame speed at the scale∆ obeys
Damköhler scaling when all turbulent motions of sizer with
δc

l < r < ∆ wrinkle the flame with full efficiency. For the
implementation in whichδc

l = ηk, we obtain

αFIR = β
2ln(2)
3cms

Re−1/2
∆ . (16)

For low-Pr flames, we never actually recoverΞ∆ = 1+βu′
∆/s0

l
becauseηk < δ0

l . For this reason, we consider another normal-
ization to solve forα.

4.4. Gibson Scale Model

Instead of only allowing Damköhler scaling when the flame
is wrinkled by the full inertial range, we allow Damköhler
scaling when the flame is influenced by all turbulent eddies
ranging from∆ to the flame scale, lettingδc

l = δ0
l . This hy-

pothesis defines the model we call the “Gibson Scale” (GS)
model, because Damköhler scaling is only achieved when the
Gibson length scale equals the physical laminar flame width
(ℓG = δ0

l ), where

ℓG = ℓt

(
u′

s0
l

)−3

. (17)

Based on timescale arguments, turbulent motions in a Kol-
mogorov cascade on length scalesr <ℓG, should not influence
the flame. With∆/δ0

l ≫ 1, the evaluation ofα becomes

αGS = β
2ln(2)
3cms

(
∆

δ0
l

)−2/3

. (18)

The purpose of the FIR and GS model approaches is to
account for inefficient wrinkling of the artificially thickened
model flame due to resolved turbulence, while still account-
ing for unresolved turbulence–flame interactions. However, if
the length scale used to resolve the model flame (δ1

l ) is ap-
proximately the same as∆, then the wrinkling factor of the
model flameΞ1

∆

(
δ1

l ∼∆
)
≈ 1. With this insight, it may be

impractical to try to account for inefficient wrinkling of the
model flame, and a normalization parameterα may not be
necessary.

4.5. Power-Law Flame Wrinkling Model

CMV describe their power-law flame wrinkling (PLFW)
model by revisiting the analysis of CVDP. CMV neglect in-
efficient wrinkling of the artificially thickened model flame
becauseΞ1 ≈ 1 (i. e., E =Ξ0) and postulate that the wrinkling
factor is described by CMV, Equation (3):

Ξ∆ =

(
1+

∆

ηc

)γ

, (19)

whereγ is not necessarily constant. Ifγ is independent of
scale and restricted to 0< γ < 1, the fractal model is re-
covered where the fractal dimensionD = γ + 2. In the limit
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of strong turbulence,γ = 1/3 in order to recover Damköh-
ler scaling as shown in Figure 4. The inner cut-off scaleηc
is estimated to be the inverse mean curvature of the flame
(
∣∣〈∇ ·n〉s

∣∣−1
) given in CMV, Equation (10):

∣∣〈∇ ·n〉s

∣∣ = ∆−1 u′
∆

s0
l

Γ

(
∆

δ0
l

,
u′
∆

s0
l

,Re∆

)
, (20)

which is solved from the equilibrium condition of subgrid
flame surface density production and destruction. The inverse
mean curvature is related to the Gibson scale, although it is
not immediately obvious. If solve forΓ from CVDP, Equa-
tion (29),

Γ =
〈aT 〉s

u′
∆/∆

, (21)

using the Heaviside function as an approximation to the ef-
ficiency function in Equation (12) to solve for〈aT 〉s while
letting δc

l ≈ ℓG, then

∣∣〈∇ ·n〉s

∣∣−1 ≈ 2ln2
3cms

ℓG. (22)

By using an efficiency function derived from DNS of flame–
vortex interactions, the inverse mean curvature provides abet-
ter cut-off scale influenced by direct measurement rather than
ℓG that serves as an order-of-magnitude estimate from dimen-
sional analysis.

CMV prevent the unphysical result,ηc < δ0
l , with

ηc = max
(∣∣〈∇ ·n〉s

∣∣−1
, δ0

l

)
. (23)

This limiting behavior provides a natural and physical way to
quench flames. Even for a space-filling flame withγ = 1, there
is a finite amount of flame surface that can physically exist on
unresolved scales for a finite-width flame. Models currently
in use, including Khokhlov (1995) and SNHR, do not con-
sider this effect, which may be important for combustion in
SNe Ia for the density range 107 − 108 gcm−3. Instead, these
approaches typically setst∆ = 0 for ρ < 107 gcm−3, whereρ
is the fuel density.

The spectral efficiency functionΓ utilizes a modified ef-
ficiency functionC, such that vortices with speedv′ < s0

l /2
do not wrinkle the flame. Additionally, the integration over
length scales is performed in phase-space in CMV, Equation
(13): (

Γ
u′
∆

∆

)2

=
∫ ∞

π/∆

[C (k)]2 k2E11(k)dk, (24)

whereE11(k) is the one-dimensional energy spectrum describ-
ing homogeneous, isotropic turbulence in the direction of
the wavenumberk, given in CMV, Equation (16). Because
E11(k) depends on Pr, we re-evaluate the numerical integral
for Pr = 10−5 to compare with fitting functions provided by
CMV in Figure 3. Numerical integrals are computed using
CMV, Equations (18–21) and Equation (14) with subroutine
dqag from the publicly availableSLATEC library. Because
the integrand is non-oscillatory, smooth and tends toward zero
exponentially as the argument goes to infinity, we choose an
upper bound to the integral such that the integrand evaluates
to a number less than 10−10. This criterion is sufficiently small
as compared to the integrand evaluated at the lower bound. A
good initial guess at the upper bound is given by 103 multi-
plied by CMV, Equation (26). We evaluateΓ with an error
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Figure 3. The enhancement to the laminar flame speed for Pr = 10−5 is shown
as a function of the ratio of the turbulent intensity at the scale∆ to the lami-
nar flame speed (u′∆/s0

l ) on the x-axis and the ratio of∆ to the laminar flame
width (∆/δ0

l ) with different colors. The numerically integrated valuesare
shown as points while the fit values are shown as thin dashed lines. The per-
cent error between the fit and the numerically integrated result are shown as
thick solid lines with the error given on the second y-axis. The range of val-
ues chosen represents the range of expected values for a moderate resolution
SNe Ia simulation. The fit-errors are all. 10%.

tolerance of 0.1% and found that a Gauss–Kronrod pair with
15− 31 points provides consistent results for a wide range of
parameter space. We also use the fitting function forΓ given
in CMV, Equations (30–34) in a range outside that explored
by CMV. We compare numerically integrated values (points)
to the fit (thin lines) for∆/δ0

l = 105−109 and a range ofu′
∆/s0

l

up to 103. The associated percent errors are provided as thick
lines in Figure 3.

4.6. Comparing Models

In Figure 4, a simple Kolmogorov cascade is constructed
with u′ = 300 kms−1 andℓt = 100 km, where both the laminar
flame speeds and widths are log–log fits as functions of den-
sity for a 50/50 C-O fuel mixture from Chamulak et al. (2007)
with Pr = 10−5. The red and green lines are constructed using
the FIR and GS models with Equations 16 and 18. The blue
line shows the limiting behavior withΞ∆ = 1+βu′

∆/s0
l , while

the black line is the fitted laminar flame speed. For compari-
son, results from the PLFW model withγ = 1/3 correspond-
ing to the limiting Damköhler scaling behavior are shown in
magenta. In all cases, these estimates were calculated with
∆ = 16 km, which is approximately the length scale associ-
ated with the turbulence measure forh = 1 in a 4 km resolution
simulation. The cut-off tost∆ that has typically been used in
previous models (Schmidt et al. 2006b; Townsley et al. 2007)
is given by the vertical dashed line. This line corresponds to
estimates of the density at which combustion in a degenerate
WD transitions from the flame-let regime to the “distributed
burning” or “broken reaction zone” regime. This estimate is
typically derived from the condition thatℓG = δ0

l . If this tran-
sition occurs, the flame is no longer a well-defined concept,
and the assumptions used in the construction of the models
for turbulent combustion are no longer valid.

Given the arguments by CMV thatΞ1 ≈ 1 and the ambi-
guities associated with choosing a cut-off scaleδc

l in the FIR
and GS models derived from CVDP, we choose to implement
the PLFW model. The PLFW model provides a more natural
mechanism to quench turbulent flames rather than supplying
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Figure 4. The turbulent flame speed is estimated using a simple Kolmogorov
cascade constructed withu′ = 300 kms−1 andℓt = 100 km, where both the
laminar flame speeds and widths are log–log fits as functions of density
for a 50/50 C-O fuel mixture from Chamulak et al. (2007) with Pr = 10−5.
The red and green lines are constructed using the FIR and GS models
with Equations 16 and 18. The blue line shows the limiting behavior with
Ξ∆ = 1+βu′∆/s0

l , while the black line is the fitted laminar flame speed as
a function of fuel density. For comparison, results from thePLFW model
using aγ = 1/3 power-law are shown in magenta. In all cases,∆ = 16 km.
The cut-off tost∆ that has typically been used in previous models occurs
at the suspected transition away from the flame-let regime (vertical dashed
line) (Schmidt et al. 2006b; Townsley et al. 2007).

some ad-hoc prescription as in other models (Schmidt et al.
2006a; Townsley et al. 2007). Additionally, the implementa-
tion requires only grid-scale quantities, which are computa-
tionally accessible.

5. VERIFICATION

In order to test our implementation of the PLFW subgrid-
scale TFI, we use a simple 1-stage model flame described in
Vladimirova et al. (2006); Townsley et al. (2007). The model
flame is described by a reaction progress variable,φ, that
is evolved by an advection-reaction-diffusion equation where
the reaction and diffusion terms are chosen to yield a specified
front propagation speed and model flame width (Khokhlov
1995). The use of a 1-stage burner with a known energy re-
lease results in an analytic solution to the Rankine-Hugonoit
jump conditions across the flame used to set up the initial
conditions. For our tests, our flame burns a 50/50 carbon-
oxygen mixture by mass to 50/50 oxygen-magnesium, which
is equivalent to the simplified prescription of the carbon burn-
ing stage in our 3-stage flame model that is designed to cap-
ture the energetics (Townsley et al. 2007). For simplicity,we
specify constant laminar flame speed properties with a speed
of 10 kms−1 and physical width of 10−3 cm. The flame is ini-
tialized in the center of a box that is four times longer than it
is wide using Cartesian coordinates with the model flame re-
solved using four zones propagating in the positive direction
of the first dimension. Subsonic inflow and outflow boundary
conditions motivated by Poinsot & Veynante (2005) are im-
posed. A subsonic inflow boundary condition is used with an
inflow velocity initially equal to the specified front propaga-
tion speed such that the model flame remains in the center of
the box. The inflow velocity is allowed to vary for turbulent
flows such that fuel is in-flowing at the burning rate

vinflow =
ṁb

Ainflowρfuel
, (25)

wherevinflow is the inflow velocity defined to be positive in
the−x direction,ṁb is the burning rate andAinflow is the cross-
sectional area of the inlet. The burning rate is calculated from
the change in mass of ash on the grid between time steps and
the ash outflow rate

ṁb =
mn

ash− mn−1
ash

tn − tn−1
+ 〈ρvoutflow〉Aoutflow, (26)

wherevoutflow is the outflow velocity defined to be positive in
the−x direction,Aoutflow is the cross-sectional area of the out-
let, mash=

∫
φρdV andtn denotes then-th time step. A static-

pressure subsonic outflow boundary condition is imposed that
conserves mass and energy through the boundary using the
steady-state Euler equations and divergence theorem assum-
ing zero-gradient velocities in orthogonal directions. Because
the steady-state continuity equation is satisfied,ρvoutflow is
constant across the boundary allowing an average over the in-
terior boundary cells. A static-pressure outflow reflects sound
waves back into the computational domain, which are neces-
sary to stabilize the flow. The inflow temperature is strictly
maintained, while the inflow velocities are allowed to vary
to ensure acoustic reflections back into the computational do-
main are dampened. If perfectly reflecting boundary condi-
tions are used on both the outflow and inflow, sound waves
never leave the computational domain. Periodic boundary
conditions are imposed in the second and third dimensions.

Our verification tests include simulating a laminar flame in
a channel with varying resolutions from 64x64 to 256x256
zones in cross-sectional resolution. Because the initial profile
given for the reaction progress variable,φ, is not equal to the
true steady state profile, it takes tens of sound-crossing times
to obtain a steady state solution. Firstly, we verify that for per-
fectly laminar flow, the TFI model recovers the laminar flame
speed as expected. Afterwards, we restart the simulation by
superimposing a turbulence field with a specified turbulent in-
tensity in the fuel. The turbulence field used is the same as
the 10243-resolution run used to calibrate the constantc2 in
Section 3 with the velocities normalized byvrms. In addition,
velocities are smoothed via direct averaging to obtain lower-
resolution turbulent velocity fields. This procedure allows a
direct comparison of the TFI model as the inertial range of
the turbulent cascade is better resolved. The power spectra
of the smoothed velocity fields is provided in Figure 5. These
simulations are computed for various resolutions to verifythat
the combined effects of resolved and unresolved TFI result in
a consistent overall turbulent flame speed independent of the
grid resolution.

In each of these tests, the flame speed is computed with

sA =
ṁb

A〈ρfuel〉
, (27)

where sA is the flame speed computed from using areaA,
which is the surface area of an iso-contour of the reaction
progress variable to compute the front-propagation speed or
the cross-sectional area of the channel to compute the turbu-
lent flame speed. In the case of an iso-contour, the surface
area is computed using the marching cubes algorithm. We es-
timate the fuel density by assuming a low-Mach number iso-
baric burn and solving forρ (φ = 0) from (Vladimirova et al.
2006)

e (p,ρ) +
p
ρ

+ qφ= const (28)

p = const, (29)
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Figure 5. The normalized spectral energy content for smoothed velocity
fields resulting from the 10243-resolution turbulence run in Figure 2 as a
function of wavenumber in units of 2π/L.

whereq is the total energy released through the burn,p is the
pressure, ande is the specific internal energy determined from
the equation of state. The averaging procedure is performed
on densities just ahead of the flame with 10−6 < φ< 5×10−2.

5.1. Recovering the Laminar Flame Speed

We test the implementation ofu′
∆ in Equation (2) and the

PLFW subgrid-scale TFI model in the limit ofu′
∆/s0

l → 0.
In this limit, the turbulence operator is constructed to ignore
the expansion of material due to laminar flame propagation
andu′

∆ = 0 should be observed. In addition, the TFI model
should calculate the enhancementΞ∆ = 1 such thatst∆ = s0

l .
For this test, we fix the inflow velocity equal to the input
front-propagation speed and do not allow it to vary. In Fig-
ure 6, we plot the ratios of the front-propagation speeds to the
input speed of the iso-contours of the reaction progress vari-
able forφ = {0.1,0.5,0.9} as well as the turbulent flame speed
compared. All estimated flame speeds are perfectly consistent
with one another indicating that the area of each iso-contour
and the cross-sectional area of the channel are all equivalent.
The initial adjustment and subsequent oscillation of theφ (x)
profile is related to the flame self-crossing timeτflame= δ1

l /s0
l ,

which is described in detail in Townsley et al. (2007). This
shows that the turbulence operator indeed measuresu′

∆ = 0
and that the resulting flame speed is equivalent to the laminar
(or input) flame speed.

5.2. Convergence Study

By increasing the resolution of the computational domain,
more of the turbulent cascade is resolved and wrinkling of
the flame is captured directly. By virtue of using a sub-grid
scale model to account for unresolved turbulence, we expect
that combined effects of unresolved and resolved turbulence
should result in the same global turbulent flame speed inde-
pendent of the resolution chosen. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show
the results of three different simulations each with 642, 1282,
and 2562 cells resolving the plane orthogonal to the direction
of propagation. Figure 7 shows results if an SGS model is not
used, and Figure 8 shows results using the SGS model im-
plemented in this work. Initially, the turbulent velocity field
is scaled tovrms = 100 kms−1. The global turbulent flame
speeds computed from the fuel consumption rates are given
by the thick solid lines, which are consistent with one another.
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Figure 6. The ratio of the front propagation speed to input speed of theiso-
contours of the reaction progress variable forφ = {0.1,0.5,0.9} (red, green,
and blue lines, respectively) as well as the turbulent flame speed (magenta)
are compared. The initial flow is computed by solving the Rankine-Hugonoit
jump conditions in the reference frame of the flame such that the flame re-
mains in the center of the domain (Vladimirova et al. 2006). The small oscil-
lations in the estimated flame speed are discussed in Townsley et al. (2007).

The front-propagation speeds of iso-contours of the reaction
progress variableφ = {0.1,0.5,0.9} are given as dashed, dot-
ted, and dot-dashed lines with theφ = 0.5 line thickened to
illustrate that with increased resolution, the unresolvedpor-
tion of the inertial range contributes less to the global turbu-
lent flame speed. Because the turbulence field is not driven in
the fuel ahead of the flame, the turbulent velocity decays rel-
atively quickly. In a separate calculation, the 2563-resolution
run from Section 3 was restarted with no stirring to character-
ize the decaying turbulence field. The decaying power spectra
maintain a Kolmogorov spectrum, whilevrms is described by

vrms,decay(t) = Ae−t/τe(t), (30)

whereτe(t) = B ∗ t +C is the eddy turn-over timescale, which
is a linear function oft. As the velocity decays, the eddy
turn-over timescale increases. The constantsA, B, and C
were determined using least-squares fits withA = 1.448vrms,0,
B = 0.3549τe,0, andC = 0.415τe,0. An eddy turn-over time is
approximated byτe = L/vrms whereL = 15 km. Therefore, an
estimate of the turbulent velocity at a particular scale is pro-
vided by

u′
∆(t) = vrms,decay(t)

(
∆

L

)1/3

. (31)

An estimated turbulent flame speed is calculated analytically
using the TFI model and provided for comparison in Figure 8.

6. FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS

In order to improve upon this model, DNS calculations of
single vortex-flame interactions should be computed for low-
Pr, high-Le flames to verify the efficiency function for astro-
physical flames. Unfortunately, these calculations are expen-
sive and outside the scope of the present study. Zingale et al.
(2001) provided preliminary results of exactly this calcula-
tion; however, a more comprehensive and complete analysis
is required.

Future calculations should also consider flame curvature
and stretch effects, especially for high-Le flames. Currently,
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Figure 8. The same as Figure 7, except that the PLFW model is used and
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this model assumes CMV, Equation (6):

−〈w∇·n〉s ≈ s0
l

∣∣〈∇ ·n〉s

∣∣ , (32)

which describes the destruction of flame surface density due
to the laminar flame propagation. Here,w is the flame front
displacement speed,

∣∣〈∇ ·n〉s

∣∣ is the mean curvature of the
flame, ands0

l is the unstrained laminar flame speed. This ap-
proximation assumes that the local front propagation speed
of the flame is the unstrained laminar flame speed on average
over the flame surface. It is not clear whether the local flame
speed in regions of strong positive curvature will average out
regions of strong negative curvature especially if cusps are ex-
pected to form. Even if cusps do not form, the average local
front propagation speed may be better estimated using the re-
solved curvature of the model flame to estimate the strained
laminar flame speedsl instead of the unstrained planar flame
speeds0

l . Dursi et al. (2003) explored curvature effects rel-

evant for astrophysical flames in the context of SNe Ia and
computed Markstein numbers for a range of parameters rele-
vant to Chandrasekhar-mass C/O WDs. Given the local strain
rate on the flame surface (that may be computed by future
DNS vortex-flame calculations) and the computed Markstein
numbers, flame curvature and flame stretch effects may be in-
cluded in a future version of this TFI model.

While the inverse mean curvature of the flame is prevented
from becoming smaller than the laminar flame width artifi-
cially, more physical constraints may be constructed by con-
sidering flame merging and quenching processes. As the
mean curvature increases, higher-order flame surface den-
sity destruction terms due to merging may become impor-
tant (Meneveau & Poinsot 1991). The inclusion of merging
and quenching processes into the model may naturally prevent
the mean curvature of the flame from becoming too large and
will provide a smooth transition from moderate mean curva-
ture to strong mean curvature. Recent calculations by Polud-
nenko & Oran (2010, 2011) indicate that the transition to “dis-
tributed burning” or “broken reaction zones” require higher
turbulent intensities than previously thought. This result im-
plies that the flame remains a well-defined concept into the
“thin reaction zone” and that model improvements may ex-
tend the range of validity to higher-intensity turbulence.

Additionally, the effect of unresolved RT modes should
be self-consistently incorporated into the subgrid-scaleTFI
model. This instability could be incorporated into the en-
ergy functionE(k) using an appropriate efficiency function
with a critical scale being the so-called “fire-polishing” scale
ℓfp. Ciaraldi-Schoolmann et al. (2009) has shown that the tur-
bulent energy spectrum fork ‖ g follows that expected from
Rayleigh-Taylor scaling, while fork ⊥ g the energy spectrum
follows homogeneous and isotropic turbulence. We plan to in-
clude the effect of increased flame surface due to RTI in future
modeling efforts. Currently, we instead choose the turbulent
flame speed based on the dominant effect such that

st = max(sTFI,sRTI) , (33)

wheresTFI is the turbulent flame speed estimated from the TFI
model described in this work andsRTI is the turbulent flame
speed estimated from RTI described in Khokhlov (1995) and
Townsley et al. (2007). However, we still preventst from in-
creasing beyond the limits0

l (1+∆/δ0
l )γ , which provides a nat-

ural quenching process as burning progresses toward lower
densities (see Figure 4).

7. CONCLUSIONS

We have implemented a PLFW TFI model based on CVDP
and CMV. We calibrated a method used inFLASH to mea-
sure the turbulent velocity at the grid scale and have shown
its validity over a range of calculations with increasing reso-
lution. We compared and explored different implementation
choices relevant for astrophysical flames ultimately deciding
that a low-Pr extension of the CMV TFI model is most appro-
priate for SNe Ia simulation. We provided two convincing test
problems of the TFI model inFLASH for laminar and turbu-
lent flows. Of most importance, we have shown that the global
turbulent flame speed is consistent with increasing resolution
where more of the inertial range is resolved on the computa-
tional domain. The combined effects of the subgrid-scale TFI
model with the resolved wrinkling of the model flame produce
a consistent burning rate independent of resolution. Addition-
ally, we have shown that a laminar flame is recovered in the
limiting case of laminar flow.
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This model limits the growth of flame surface based on the
fact that the inverse mean curvature of the flame should not
become smaller than the laminar flame width. This condition
was shown to be similar to to arguments that the turbulent
flame should quench whenℓG < δ0

l , although derived from
DNS calculations of flame–vortex interactions.

Future calculations of SNe Ia will also benefit from the re-
liable measure of the turbulent intensity on unresolved scales
in determining more realistic conditions for DDT. Previous
calculations by Townsley et al. (2009); Jackson et al. (2010),
and Krueger et al. (2010) determined DDT conditions simply
by the requirement that the flame reach a particular density,
ρDDT. This condition resulted in detonation ignitions at the
“tops” of rising plumes where turbulence is expected to be
relatively weak. With a more realistic DDT condition based
on u′

∆, detonations will likely ignite in the turbulent regions
underneath plume caps.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

The research conducted for this dissertation has provided useful insight into the explosion
mechanism of SNe Ia. Motivated by the desire to reduce systematic uncertainties in corre-
lations between SN observables, a framework for studying systematic effects was utilized to
explore the influence of the DDT density on the average yield of radioactive 56Ni that powers
the light curve. I showed that the choice of transition density influences both the average
peak brightness and the magnitude of the dispersion in the sample population of events.
A lower transition density allows more time to be spent during the nonlinear evolution of
the deflagration phase, allowing both a larger dispersion and lower average yield of 56Ni.
The dependence of the dispersion of the sample population on metallicity is an important
contribution to SNe Ia theory. The framework developed in Townsley et al. [99] has enabled
this kind of study for the first time. Observations have identified that the dispersion in
brightness is much larger in younger stellar populations than older [see, e. g., 35], which may
be a property that can be demonstrated in future investigations.

While this study demonstrates a robust result with respect to the dependence of the
average brightness on transition density, a further study is warranted to explore the depen-
dence of the variance on transition density. The behavior that the variance increases with
decreasing transition density may be due in part to the axial symmetry constraint of the 2D
simulation. 3D simulations will alleviate this symmetry constraint.

While the ignition conditions were motivated only by the requirement to obtain a sample
population of events with the observed distribution of peak brightnesses, the distribution
clearly depends on some combination of ignition conditions and transition density. With
the development of an accurate measure of SGS turbulent intensity, new, more physically
motivated, DDT criterion should be determined dynamically from local conditions including
density, temperature, composition, and turbulence. While some aspects of the DDT will
still need to be assumed, the criteria themselves will not be met so regularly as in Chap-
ter 3, possibly allowing for additional dispersion in the explosion outcome. The range of
ignition conditions considered in the statistical framework will need to be re-calibrated to
reproduce the observed range of SN, but future systematic studies performed will be subject
to variations in both the ignition conditions and DDT conditions in a self-consistent way.

The development and implementation of a TFI model for astrophysical flames provides
a key ingredient necessary to address both the early flame evolution and the DDT. This
model enables SNe Ia to be simulated with the inclusion of a realistic convective velocity
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field expected from pre-ignition 12C burning [69]. The TFI model allows the initial hot
spots to respond realistically to the pre-existing turbulence. Results expected from these
calculations will allow an unprecedented understanding of the intrinsic variation in the ex-
plosion outcome and may be used to calibrate parameterized ignition conditions, such as
Equation (2.12). The contribution of the observed dispersion in explosion outcomes due to
variations in ignition conditions may be more readily quantifiable, particularly if the DDT
is determined dynamically based on local conditions.

Understanding how the dispersion in the peak brightness of SNe Ia depends on the
properties of the progenitor WD is important for determining whether the observed scatter
in SN light curves is intrinsic to the event or extrinsic due to uncorrected effects such as dust
extinction or metallicity. The identification of uncorrected systematic effects will reduce
the overall uncertainty in the equation of state parameter of dark energy, which is needed
to discriminate between different cosmological models. This process has already started
from an empirical basis [see, e. g., 184], but a physical understanding of these systematic
effects must be realized. Observations have indicated that metallicity, mean stellar age,
and dust play are the most probable “secondary” parameters to the Phillips relation. I
have taken the approach to understand systematic effects on the primary parameter (∆m15)
first to determine whether the dispersion about the Phillips relation is due to a secondary
parameter or higher-order terms of ∆m15.

Future works will explore the influence of the core 12C to 16O ratio on the explosion
outcome, as this property of the pre-ignition WD is influenced by both the metallicity and
mean age of the parent stellar population. In addition, I plan to revisit some calculations
performed in 2D. In particular, I will investigate the dispersion in explosion brightness
due to variations in the DDT criterion with 3D simulations and improved estimates of DDT
conditions. In addition, improvements will continue to be made to the TFI model to account
for non-isotropic, inhomogeneous turbulence. In future iterations of the TFI model, I also
hope to account for unresolved RT growth modes.

While the model development and systematic studies performed for this thesis disserta-
tion are important contributions in their own right, they have opened the door to a new
round of state-of-the-art 3D simulations that promise to provide unprecedented realism and
physical insight into the explosion mechanism of SNe Ia.
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